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Letter from the Editors

Dear Readers,

“Art is not always about pretty things. It’s about who we are, what happened 
to us, and how our lives are affected.” —Elizabeth Broun

We want to thank you, readers and contributors, for going on this jouney 
with us as we crafted the magazine you now hold. Without each of you, 
this magazine would not be possible. Once known as Homespun, changes 
in medium, content, and name have led us to our new identity as The Iris 
Review. With a new staff of enthusiastic undergraduate student editors, we 
expanded beyond the Tennessee Tech University campus to invite people 
of the Upper Cumberland community to submit a diverse range of prose, 
poetry, and visual art. 

The collection of works presented in this magazine is remarkable in its level 
of artistry and ability to convey themes such as life in the Upper Cumberland 
and Tennessee, the college experience, technology, art, emotional moments, 
and political conversations. The contributors to The Iris Review have shared 
with us, and you, Reader, parts of their lives and their personalities. We hope 
you enjoy what you find here as much as we do, and that maybe a few of you 
will be inspired to submit your own work the next time around.

The ideas and opinions in these pieces belong only to the contributor; for, as 
Samuel Butler said, “Every man’s work, whether it be literature, or music or 
pictures or architecture or anything else, is always a portrait of himself.”

Thank you for your contributions and support! Happy reading!

Sincerely,
The Iris Review Staff
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I am Northern and Southern,
I am East, I am West,
Attempting to gather
The best of the rest.

A wide-ranging searcher,
I am here, I am there—
At home on occasion
When not outre-mer.

With Proteus my mentor
I heed every call.
Enjoying each treasure,
I become part of all.

ECLECTIC
Graham Kash

The snap of the green beans 
In Momma’s rough hands,
Like little bones 
Breaking between her long fingers.

Nimble spider’s legs, delicate
But quick, blindly choosing a victim
Then smartly snapping
Each pod into pieces 
Before throwing all, 
Ringing into the dish-pan.

The heat tastes like dry dirt
Kicked up by the cars that rattle
Up and down the gravel road. Sweat
Makes me squirm 
As my own clumsy fingers try
To imitate her practiced ballet.

Cicadas sing like the sun
Bakes the exposed earth, 
And dogs stretch 

Their bellies to the cool 
Concrete porch. Momma’s hands, 
Stained blackberry, scratched
And calloused, never stop moving, except
To reach over and gently touch my hot face.

Momma’s Hands
Misty Brown
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The sneering snake hisses at its 
Invisible, intimidating enemy.
A dog barks at
Nothing seeming to
See what we cannot 
Fathom. Inconceivable, 
Unincorporated hate rallies
At the cool blue crater of
A pool of crass exclamations screaming
“Boo! You crude, corrupt, corroded animal of
The sad system out of which you were birthed.” 
A fish filters water through its gills yelling about 
The ills that are plaguing our
Insufficient hours of sifting through media like
Instagram is a grain of sand and
Facebook is the filter. Filtered out and
About. Society rounds the astounding 
Mounds. Piles of shit
We animals are climbing like
Our menial lives depend on it. The
Denial we are all in that
Life is a lie. But God IS
Real. What we feel comes out of instinct, and 
We make up a precinct of flat Stanleys’ trying to 
Find our purpose, but
We never will. Will
Is power and
Power is knowledge and
You don’t ever know what
You’re talking about. A tide rising on a
Shore falls back lacking the
Wit it needs to stay put. The door is
Wide shut. Eyes filled with grit. And, 
Crawling out of your gut is 
A sprawling, silky spider only wanting to
Weave a dome of web that we can
All call home. 

Sound of Home
Samia Anderson
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Frozen Sunrise
Jessica Murray 
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Anticipation
Jennifer Rideout 
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I am for sunny days and apple pie,
For home and motherhood and times
 Gone by.
I stand against all taxes and all
 Sin
Except sin taxes—with them, I might win.
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OF THE PEOPLE
Graham Kash
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Cannons at Shiloh
Taylor Wilder
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the other night
maybe even weeks ago
a man came in
and handed me a stack 
of graphic novels

his sweatshirt
offered the clue  a lightning bolt 
but the shadow under his eyes
echoing the shadow of a beard
both resting on his plump face              a disguise

i thought he might be
Superman and wondered where Wonder Woman was
 of course he’d be with Wonder Woman now
 in the end we find our own kind
possibly he was actually the dazzling Flash 
retired, but still monogramming            everything

i wanted to ask him his secret 
 to reach out from behind the desk
 rest my hand on his upper arm 
and name him, name myself
as something great, something heroic, someone known

he left that night
in the rain, with no umbrella
taking only our unspoken potential
curled tightly in his pocket
forcing the continued maintenance 
of our anonymity

       unknown thursday night, 
         at the branch libraryrachel driggers
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The sweaty pink plastic wristband—
“Pay One Price, All Midway Rides, All Day”—
slips loosely around the heel of my hand
as I clamber down the Tilt-a-Whirl’s hollow metal steps
for the fourth time this sweltering August afternoon, 1976.
“Enough of that!” Andy says to me, 
and I smile dizzily. “This way!”

Andy and I dart past the corndog stand,
past the rickety walk-through haunted house, 
past mothers gripping the hands of dripping toddlers,
past the ring-toss tent, with its suspended army
of unlicensed stuffed Snoopys and Bugs Bunnys.
The asphalt’s heat soaks through 
the soles of my dingy white high tops 
and knee-high tube socks.

“I’m thirsty!” Andy calls from behind me.
We skid to a sweaty stop and catch our breath.
“One Lemon Shake-Up, please.”
I give two warm quarters to the leathery man,
who scoops ice cubes into a dented stainless steel shaker.
Then chunks and chunks of lemon quarters,
seeds and all, then a heaping spoon of sugar.
Finally, finally, cold water.

Leatherman shakes our drink seriously, mechanically,
and his Popeye forearms bulge, 
conditioned by shaking thousands of frothy Lemon Shake-Ups.
A metal fan behind this county-fair bartender
blows a sweet, sticky wind our way.
He pours the chunky concoction from the shaker
into a wide, waxy cup already sweating
and tosses a straw into the suds.

As big brother, I get first sip—an unwritten rule.
The cold sour brew sweetens in my mouth,
gritty sugar crystals caught in the act of dissolving.
I gulp, grin, and exhale—aaaahhhh!—
then pass the perfect summer potion to my little brother, 
who does the same and enjoys the imitation.
I spit out a stubborn, slippery seed,
the drunken moment frozen forever in my memory.
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Light! Low!
Free! Contains no
Animal fat
Or vegetable fat.
Or natural sugar.
Or artificial sugar.
Taste and life: zero.

Since when does “should”
Mean “could” or “would?”
If it’s that bad,
It must be good.
So pass me what contains it all:
On content I will rise or fall.

CONTAINS NO!
Graham Kash

LA GLACE
Rebecca Franey
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Dixie College
Sarah Moore
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Such a dream occurs when Death’s naive apprentice, Sleep, reaches out 
to touch eyes so weary for a dark yet vivid mindscape built on fantasy, half-
truths, and reality that eludes them.

1.
Old homes like this tend to give me excruciating anxiety. The moss and 

fungi covered burgundy bricks tower menacingly over my car as I let the 
engine idle. An ornate door made of some type of dark wood beckons for a 
curious hand to clasp one of its tarnished brass knockers and pound on its 
noticeably cracked planks. The windows are opaque with dust and grime from 
the apparent decades of neglect. To the left of the building there is a well-main-
tained entrance to a storm cellar that looks out of place surrounded by the 
mess of over grown foliage. 

I finally shut off my vehicle after taking in my surroundings and contem-
plating why a man as successful as the Professor would choose to live here. It 
is an impressive size, for sure, with a spacious yard filled with trees that must 
be hundreds of years old, but I cannot help wondering what a beautiful struc-
ture it could be with a little tender loving care. As I step out of my car the front 
door of the home opens and out steps Doctor Katich. The sun is setting as he 
holds up an old cast iron lantern whose light gleams off his bald scalp, and I 
greet him with a wave and a nod.

The Professor is in his late fifties, but he can pass as a fresh forty-year-old 
on most days. The vigor of youth remains vibrant in his pale blue eyes, and his 
physically fit body commands respect even from young men in their prime. 
He dons a familiar t-shirt, one from the seemingly limited wardrobe he wears 
when lecturing at the university. This shirt in particular sports a family por-
trait of Edgar Allan Poes and words I have never considered reading.

"You're a bit early, friend," comes the booming Queens accent as I ascend-
ed the small flight of steps leading to the doorway, "I thought I said six o'clock, 
but here you are arriving before any of the others."

"I have a habit of being late, so I thought I would try to mix it up," I reply 
honestly as we stand face-to-face in front of his house. 

"Never mind it, why don't you come in. Make yourself at home," he says 
with a devious smile as he turns to walk inside.

I nervously step inside the residence into a spacious living room lit warm-
ly by a fireplace. Doctor Katich sits on a spacious leather sofa placed against the 
wall opposite the entrance and tells me to hang my coat on the rack to my left. 
While hanging it on the lowermost hook, I notice pictures of the Professor and 
other men in their youth fill the walls of the room, and a darkened doorway 

An Insomniac’s Dream
Taylor Galbreath
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gapes next to the couch. Above the fireplace to my right is a shelf full of books, 
decoratively bound and some as thick as two dictionaries. Covering the entire 
wall across from that, save for a closed door, is a bookshelf packed with hun-
dreds of texts. Several bookends also grace the wooden frame. A small wooden 
chest with golden trim work, a few ancient looking irons, a couple of smooth 
stones with intricate carvings and paintings on their surface, and a human 
skull all find themselves squeezed in between books in cozy spots upon the 
shelf.

Before my wandering eyes stray too far past the surface details of the 
room I am now standing in, there is a knock at the front door behind me. As 
my eyes linger on the skull, Katich intercedes my thoughts with his familiar 
brand of humor that inexplicably startles me in the moment, “Are you going 
to get that, or am I the only one with functioning arms around here? Come on 
now, if you are going to arrive early I expect you to show more initiative!”

I briefly chuckle at a volume where I do not know if the Professor heard it 
until he raises his finger towards the door. The look of mild amusement on his 
face from telling his joke immediately vanishes as his finger levels out, and I 
take the hint to open the door and start taking this study session seriously as a 
peculiar tingle rushes up my spine.

2.
The timeworn clock that hangs above the entrance into this rather 

cramped room approaches eight o’clock and my first yawn of the night escapes 
the confines of my usually quiet lips.

“Do I bore you, sir?” Katich asks without missing a beat, receiving a 
response of hushed snickering from all six of my classmates in attendance 
with me. Julia, a girl with dark-curly hair pulled back into a ponytail and with 
glasses resting above her forehead, smiles at me from the chair next to mine. 
After briefly remembering and immediately forgetting why the professor had 
gone alone into the dark hallway by the couch to retrieve the chairs we have 
been sitting on in a semi-circle, I sleepily search for an excuse as to why I am 
tired. As the coherent organization of my thoughts returns, I realize Katich has 
moved on to his next discussion topic for Poe’s “The Imp of the Perverse.”

Katich lets his eyes wander the bookcase to his right as he explains the 
nature of evil before quickly snapping them back to me, where mine lock with 
his. In the moment we maintain our stare I am unable to see his facial expres-
sion and instead only see myself in his wide pupils by way of the shine caused 
by the flicker of the fireplace. I break eye contact and slowly his gaze drifts 
away from me to other students. Once again I feel the tingle running up and 
down my spinal cord, but now it is more noticeable. Maybe it’s my imagina-
tion, or maybe I am just more aware of it because I am noticing it for a second 
time. 

Either way, I need to forget about it and pay attention to what the 
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Professor is saying. He seems to be in the middle of a tangent about a former 
student of his that lives in Los Angeles writing movie scripts for a living. Going 
on about his former students that currently enjoy a level of eminence in their 
lives is a favorite line of discussion that he enjoys, and he always speaks about 
them in a way that makes him sound responsible for their success. Perhaps 
the hope that we will end up as as one of the prominent prodigies he tells his 
up-and-coming students about is what has brought us all together to study in 
Katich’s home tonight. 

There is the tingle again, but this time it extends to my fingers and toes as 
my friend Tony asks our teacher if he can leave.

“And for what reason is it that you would like to leave?” Katich calmly but 
sternly asks.

“I don’t feel well, and I told my roommate I would pick him up from a 
friend’s house tonight,” Tony says with a voice that wavers more as he speaks.

I look at him from across the semi-circle of students still wondering how 
they should feel about this situation. I notice that while the decrescendo of 
his tone reaches the end of its phrase the reflection of the fire from the hearth 
simultaneously dims in his dark brown eyes. The tingling in my spine begins to 
feel excruciating as my mind subconsciously tries to reconcile the unchanged 
lighting on his face and the seemingly pitch black eyes.

“Very well then, sir, I hope you get to feeling better,” the deceptively 
cheery sounding voice rises from the antique leather sofa as its owner stands to 
shake hands with Tony, who promptly departs. At the sound of the heavy door 
clamorously finding its rest against the thick wooden frame the Professor looks 
up from the book he was briefly thumbing through while waiting to resume the 
session in order to address me directly. “He is a friend of yours, yes?”

3.
A thud resounds from the bottom of the bookcase as one of the iron piec-

es strikes the hardwood floors. I get up to return it to its place upon the shelf, 
but I am immediately waved down by Katich. “It’s fine, leave it where it is. I 
believe my colleague is here to assist with the rest of this gathering.”

Before the word “assist” leaves his lips the door opens and in steps 
another professor I recognize from the university. He is a younger man than 
Dr. Katich, and dons a tan sports jacket that matches the clock, with its hands 
currently aligned on the twelve, above his head. 

“Hello everyone, I hope I am not too late to help! I headed this way as 
soon as I was available,” the well spoken educator named Dr. Jenkins directs 
towards the room that now consists of just three students, Dr. Katich, and 
himself.

“Not a problem, friend. We are just now sinking our teeth into Dracula. 
Glad you could make it,” Katich responds, surveying his remaining students for 
the easy laughs that this pun always procures in class. While not the handful 
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of hearty laughs he receives usually, the three of us could not help but giggle if 
only to put our minds at ease about the strangeness of the night so far. After 
Tony left earlier in the night, his girlfriend Ashley got called into work for a 
night shift, and Katich kicked out a grad student named Beth for using her 
phone.

This third departure, happening only minutes before the iron’s raucous 
landing, brought the tingling that had been subsiding since sharing my opin-
ions on the role of art in Nathaniel Hawthorne’s The House of the Seven Ga-
bles back, but it was spreading throughout my entire nervous system causing 
me to shift restlessly in my seat. 

Julia and I make eye contact briefly as Dr. Katich makes room on the large 
sofa for Dr. Jenkins, and the newcomer walks slowly around what is left of the 
semi-circle. The three empty chairs are stacked imposingly by the fireplace, 
casting a long shadow that engulfs half of Katich’s face now that he is sitting 
closer to the flames.

The silence that has been present since Julia’s, Andrea’s, and my reluctant 
chuckles is finally broken by Dr. Jenkins. “I hope I haven’t missed Jonathan’s 
exciting encounter with the three ladies at Dracula’s castle yet,” he says with a 
mock-suggestive tone and a glance at each of our faces. 

Andrea, whose name I had not known until it was spoken by Julia an hour 
ago, suddenly stands up and starts walking towards the closed door next to 
the bookcase. As she turns the knob both professors watch with expressions 
that do not show any sign of intrigue. Her short blond hair disappears into the 
darkness beyond the door, and Julia projects a nervous squeak once the door 
slams while the muffled sound of footsteps going down concrete stairs grow 
quieter.

In reply to Dr. Jenkins’s question, completely disregarding his student’s 
behavior, Katich enthusiastically declares, “That is exactly where I wanted to 
start.”

4.
Julia left at one a.m. It was shortly after Andrea had returned from 

the depths of Katich’s basement and had offered no explanation because no 
questions had been asked. The two empty seats still sitting to the right of me 
and hour later shine in the firelight like a third set of eyes peering into my 
soul, watching every movement I make. My eyes sleepily shift intermittently 
between each flaming gaze, familiar artifact, and the floor in the now claus-
trophobic room. Along with my sleep-leaden mind, my body slowly numbs 
from the enormous tingling sensation surging in both. I feel like I should ask to 
leave, but continue to listen as Dr. Katich and Dr. Jenkins discuss the occult. I 
am sure it is in reference to Gothic Literature somehow, but before I can stitch 
the conversation into a coherent narrative, my name is spoken.

“Ben, you have really impressed me tonight,” The Professor on my right 
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says, reminding me that this is the first time he has referred to me by name all 
evening. This thought snaps me out of my tired confusion for a second to hear 
his next statement crystal clear. “Dr. Jenkins, bring out the altar,” the words 
buffet my momentary clarity into acknowledging the catchphrase of the night, 
“There are vampires, and there are vampires. But not all of them suck blood.”

5.
The altar standing four feet tall in the middle of the room has four 

shelves that contain hundreds of candles. I stand with my back to the bookcase 
that once housed an ornate wooden chest filled with ceremonial candles and 
other occult paraphernalia, those items now decorating the altar and being 
wielded by the two professors-turned-cult-leaders. I pay close attention to my 
trembling fingers as I assist in lighting the candles on one compartment of the 
altar. Despite how foreign they look, I am still in control of them. My lack of 
awareness of anything else happening around me mirrors the lack of reasoning 
I can muster as to why I am participating in this ritual. An intense ringing in 
my ears matches the ever-present tingling which has escalated into a feeling of 
needles jabbing firmly into every inch of my skin. A few words bounce around 
my head. “Blood ritual,” “vampirism,” and “yes,” each word spoken by differ-
ent lips shadowed by the firelight moments before the chest of artifacts was 
opened and a large tome marked in cryptic runes was taken down from the 
bookcase. The acrid smell of the ritual candles confuses my nose and in turn, 
the rest of my senses, and my foggy brain attempting to formulate a way to 
remove itself from a situation that I felt no real desire to leave accentuates my 
befuddlement. 

I hear words in a tongue I do not recognize from two voices that I am very 
familiar with. Immediately after the end of the chant the substantial weight 
of the front door swings open with a strong gust of wind, extinguishing the 
fireplace and every candle. Reality crashes into my consciousness as I see my 
car lit by moonlight through the front door on a clear night. Thinking fast as if 
to make up for all of the lost time accumulated in my dreamlike state, I spring 
into action, knocking over the alter in front of me, grabbing a fistful of decora-
tive stones behind me, throwing them towards the shadows stumbling to catch 
the altar, and sprinting for the doorway.

I surprise myself with how fast I make it into the driver seat and turn my 
lights on to illuminate the door where Dr. Katich presently stands glaring at 
my windshield. 

“Shit, my keys are in my coat,” I hear myself whisper, my heart slowly 
sinking from my chest, where it beats far too quickly, into my stomach, where 
it grinds to a funereal tempo.

The pale spheres of blue flames that I can still clearly see in the head-
lights burn into my skin as I try to make out what the mouth they ally with 
keeps repeating. “It’s too late,” the words reverberate in my ears as if my car is 
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full of demons shouting the words at me. Then there’s a crash as a tree branch 
smashes through my windshield.

I awake in a dark place, my eyes adjust to see instruments of ancient 
torture surrounding me. The persevering faces of several other weary looking 
students fighting their individual sleep deprivations are washed with warmth 
as the sun moves out from behind clouds outside.

“I’ll see everyone at our next study session, do not be late,” an echo rings 
from the mouth of Dr. Katich, watching as we each depart from the adjourned 
class. I decide to show up early for this next gathering as I wipe tiredness from 
my eyes.

We looked out at the patchwork fields we know 
From the top of Morgan’s Steep and breathed,
 
Felt the years blow over us like pages

Torn and scattered in the wind, with stories 
Half-remembered, half-retold to us
With passing certainty. 
                            This is the cliff 
They say he fell off, I don’t know his name.
There’d been a party at the top, and he’d 

Had a bit to drink, and swung his legs

Over the edge and slipped right off the side. 
We stood there looking down: not far enough 
For the certainty I’d want sliding off,
Not close enough to make the same mistake, 
As close and far as places you can go 
Anytime so that you never do.

Looking Into Distances
Geoffrey Pippin
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Entering The Hideaway
Carrie Rozar
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The house reminded me of my grandmother, a Polish immigrant and re-
tired actress, who had regularly dressed up in colorful scarves stolen from sets 
in New York City. After pregnancy with my mother ended her acting career, 
she went into teaching. She directed the school’s plays with intensity, and wore 
a vibrant ache around her neck. 

Ivy snuck up the grooves of the brick, winding through the cracks. The 
large porch, regally framed by columns, faced the street. It was covered with 
construction equipment: saws, loose nails, and wood planks stacked haphaz-
ardly. Three years ago, when I lived in it, the roof had been refinished; copper 
sheeting replacing the shingles that leaked terribly. The house had three sto-
ries, each with bizarrely high ceilings and vintage crown molding, as well as a 
cellar. The numerous rooms were spacious: a large, open living room, kitchen, 
dining room, entry hall, laundry room, and eight bedrooms of varying sizes. 
Fifty years ago, it could have been a mansion. Now, the house was dilapidated, 
resembling a drug den more than anything. The glamour had faded.

My five roommates and I had been evicted from the property through no 
fault of our own. A year into my time there, during renovations, the landlady 
decided to have it inspected for structural instabilities. Asbestos was discov-
ered in the attic, as well as termites in the foundation. This revelation horrified 
the inspector, but came as no shock to us. He urged us to get out as soon as 
possible, appalled that anyone would want to live in such a house. Our landla-
dy, the owner of a massage parlor infamous for rumors of prostitution, ordered 
us out in three days time. 

We couldn’t retaliate. We didn’t have a lease, or any kind of rental agree-
ment: we paid her one hundred dollars each, in cash, monthly. At the time, I 
had no qualms with participating in illegitimate deals. The house was disgust-
ing, our landlady was underhanded, but the rent was cheap. I was eighteen: 
that age of seeming invincibility. When she kicked us out, there was nothing to 
be done but leave. 

Since we had moved out, I absentmindedly tracked the progress of the 
renovations while going about my business in town. The house changed in slow 
increments, month-by-month, year-by-year. It wasn’t a thing to be measured 
in days. I had forgotten my interest in it until I passed it one day on my bike. 
The evening felt pleasant, surprising in its early September sparkle. The plants 
remained green, but the air took on a pleasant newness, far from the familiar 
overbearing air of summer. It wasn’t the house itself that caught my attention, 
but the yard. 

The old yard looked like an archaeologist’s excavation site, bald mounds 
of earth shoved to the edge of the property, spilling over onto the pitted side-
walk. I pulled my bike over, and stepped onto the dry dirt. The land was still 

336 North Peachtree Ave
Miranda Royse
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littered with cigarette butts and old beer cans. They were exposed from the 
grass, grimy and flat, strewn randomly about: old bones of another time. 

The long brown splat of woodstain still streaked down the façade, staining 
many of the white bricks of the front entrance. During my time living there, 
Tom, the handyman, had spilled a bucket of stain from the top of his ladder 
while working on the wooden shutters. He had been a constant presence in 
the house, renovating and cleaning, ringing in most mornings with echoing 
hammer blows, audible in every room. He always arrived around 6am, but we 
never had to let him in; the doors were never locked. 

I was the sole observer of the splat incident, coming back from class. Tom 
leaned too far on the ladder, and the stain tipped; it fell in a cascade, sullying 
the fresh eggshell paint he had previously applied. 

“God damn it,” he had growled, trying to regain his balance. His face was 
ruddy, eyes bloodshot. My roommates had said he had served in Vietnam, and 
I didn’t doubt them. He always wore the same pair of overalls.

I saw faded letters above the entryway, still peeling from the façade. In 
the seventies, the house had been a fraternity house. One of my roommates 
had a father who had been a member, and he lived in the same room his father 
had all those years ago. The organization had been disbanded when it was 
revealed that the members were selling cocaine from the house. In all the years 
since I moved out, they never bothered to cover those three symbols, or the 
splat. Perhaps they’d simply given up.

The front door hadn’t locked since one of my roommates had drunkenly 
kicked it down, and I stepped in cautiously. Footprints appeared behind me 
with little puffs in dust, like desert ground. The stairs to the right had been 
demolished. I craned my neck to try to get a view of my favorite bedroom in 
the house. We had found love letters in the crawlspace of the attic, accessi-
ble only through that room. A whole ratty shoebox full of them had lingered 
patiently, unseen, for thirty years. They were correspondences between a boy 
named Chris and a girl named Elizabeth. He had been in the fraternity, and 
had planned to join the army. She went to a different college. They met on 
vacation. There were old photographs, postcards, and long, lamenting letters: 
subjects and sentiments expressed in a language only the young and frenzied 
speak. Thoughts of them had occupied my mind ever since we had unearthed 
the box from the dust-coated rubble of the attic. When I had read all of them, 
I laid them back to rest in their hiding spot. It was where their authors had 
intended them to stay. I felt guilty. It felt like a robbery.

I continued toward the kitchen. New flooring was piled unceremoniously 
over the old refrigerator, lying on its side. Orange and black dots of mold in the 
crisper drawer had only spread since we abandoned it, moist and untouched. 
The kitchen floor no longer tilted to the left, as it was missing. Flooring had 
been torn away, with some intention of reassembling it forgotten. Perhaps they 
simply couldn’t afford it. The infrastructure underneath the formerly warped 
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wood was left exposed, naked. I stood before a cavernous hole, low, thick 
beams and pipes of the basement ceiling exposed below me. It seemed unholy, 
an unfinished autopsy, the body left open, rotting. 

 The basement inspired fear in me when I lived in the house. It seemed 
to be a place of nauseating ritual, one of those evil places that arouses the worst 
in humans. The basement was the core of many of the rumors surrounding 
the property. People said that our house was built to be a morgue. The cellar 
was said to have housed an underground tunnel that connected it to the local 
hospital, so the bodies could be wheeled in, out of sight, for embalming. 

People went as far as to say that satanic cults would host demon-sum-
moning rituals there: drawing pentagrams on the floor, writing Latin words 
on the walls. They murmured that you could hear them laughing, even from 
outside. In reality, we never found any tunnel, and the strange phrases on 
the concrete walls were surely the work of bored teenagers, or addicts bent 
on inspiring fear. A smart move, really, creating a legend simply to exploit it. 
Produce a quiet space to tie off, get high.  

The fear I felt from the basement wasn’t paralyzing, but an uncomfort-
able sensation, like the dull ache that follows you after dental work. It sits in 
the back of your mind, in the back of your mouth, and before you even realize 
you feel it you taste blood again. The only story that truly bothered me was the 
one I knew to be true. The worst happened when people lived there.  

The first week I moved in, a woman came to our door. It was a burning 
day, midsummer, and all of my roommates were consumed with internships, 
summer jobs, or day-drinking on the lake. I answered the door hesitantly, inch-
ing it open. The first couple of times answering the door at a new house always 
feel presumptuous, as if you don’t have the right to be the one who opens it. 
A woman who looked to be in her early sixties stood on the other side of the 
door. She wrung her hands nervously, purse clutched to her side with her el-
bow. Cheetah print sunglasses pushed her greying hair back on top of her head. 
She didn’t carry a clipboard or a Bible, and had neither the appearance nor the 
attitude of a person intending to sell me anything.  I assumed, then, that she 
was one of my roommate’s mothers.

“Can I help you, ma’am?”  I pushed the door open wider. She stared into 
the house emptily.

“My therapist,” she began with a sigh, “thinks that it may be a good idea 
to confront some demons I have here.” She said this plainly, meeting my gaze. 
Her own was resolute. She didn’t look threatening. There was a grim determi-
nation in her stance, the posture of a person preparing herself for a difficult 
task. 

“Here, as in this house?”
“Yes, dear,” she said, nodding her head. “I’d just like to go down to the 

basement. It would only take a moment.” Her hands drifted along the prayer 
beads around her neck, fingering the stones in a delicate and unconscious 
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manner. 
“That would be fine, I suppose.” 
She stepped purposefully in the door.
After she came back from the basement, she explained her story to me 

while we smoked cigarettes on the front porch. Her name was Sharon, and 
she had attended the University in the seventies, when Alpha Tau Omega, the 
fraternity that inhabited the house, was still active. She had attended a party 
at this house in her sophomore year, having up until that point never drunk 
a drop of alcohol in her life. Her best friend at the time convinced her to go, 
practically dragging her from their dorm through the stifling September night. 
She remembered how the leaves didn’t crunch, how she had one beer at the 
party. She remembered becoming nauseated, asking if one of the boys would 
help her find the restroom. He, instead, led her to the basement. The room 
tilted around her. There were other boys waiting there. It’s all she recalled. 

 Multiple men raped Sharon that night in 1978. She had been drugged, 
randomly selected from the women at the party. She relayed this to me mat-
ter-of-factly, and I could feel my eyes grow wider. I tried to stop them, to keep 
the distress off of my face. I wanted to hug her, to cry, to do anything but feel 
my eyes expand. They conquered my face. I stammered. 

“It’s really okay, honey,” she said, flicking a silver Zippo, lighting her long, 
skinny cigarette, “I’ve made my peace with it now.” 

When she pulled it away from her mouth, muted pink lipstick stained the 
filter like a brand. She coughed raspily into her elbow.

“I really should quit these things,” she said, shook her head slowly, and 
stared up at the clouds.

A strange thought came over me all those years ago, sitting on the plas-
tic lawn chairs of the front porch. It was alien to the shock and horror I felt. 
A wild curiosity urged me to ask her if she knew a girl named Elizabeth, or a 
boy named Chris. I wondered why he hid the letters, if he ever intended to 
come back for them. If they ended up together. But I held my tongue. It was 
an inappropriate thought for the moment, and I didn’t want to know. It was 
clear to me that he could have been one of these men who had tormented her. 
My roommate’s father could have been, as well. I couldn’t bear to bring it up to 
her, not only for her sake, but also for mine. 

Chris and Elizabeth’s letters were real. They were my proof; represen-
tative of a world I didn’t inhabit. Young people fell in love, wrote letters, 
and didn’t just send messages reading, “You up?” at 3am. They fed into some 
abstract, supremely romanticized concept of love. The same naïve notion that 
led me to secretly relish reading Romeo and Juliet while my peers scoffed. I 
couldn’t ruin them. Some part of me, upon hearing her story, wanted to believe 
that certain small things stayed pure. When my roommate’s father eventually 
came to help us move out, I couldn’t look him in the eye.

Strange men filed loudly into the foyer. They turned the corner and took 
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notice of me. They all wore white, sweat-stained tank tops, and cargo pants. 
They looked at me, wondering why I was there. I wasn’t sure, myself. 

“I used to live here,” I choked out, dazed.  
“Fuckin’ right?” one of the men replied, leaning back, appraising me. 
“Well, you can watch us burn summa this shit, if you want,” another said, 

taking off his cap, shaking sweat from his hair. They each held black trash bags, 
bulging with assorted detritus.

Oh, to be Atlas,
standing
on the ground, holding
the sky, feeling
the friction of the
burden. Slipping
isn’t an option.
but I am
straining, the weight
tensing my muscles, turning
into a second away
from failure that could end
in an atomic bomb, sealing
my fate.

Stress
Sarah Moore
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Before I Die
Mallory England
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Tech in Snow
Madison Davis
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 Cyrus came home later than he had planned.
 His article hadn’t turned out the way he had wanted, so he went over 

to the twenty-four hour diner down the block from his second job at the coffee 
shop to rewrite it after he got off work. 

He can’t write for the paper at home because he gets too happy. When he 
gets happy, his writing turns too “flowery,” and the new editor thinks that it 
takes away from the seriousness of the article.

 Normally, Cyrus wouldn’t care. But the last time he submitted an arti-
cle predominantly written at home, he was threatened to be bumped from the 
front page. He hasn’t written an article at home since. 

 His job at the local newspaper wasn’t supposed to be stressful. It was 
only supposed to be a rung in the ladder to the big leagues of journalism. A 
bullet on his resume. But here he was, stressing about the most tactile way to 
write about illegal parking for football games. He didn’t want to care, but he 
needed experience if he wanted to be an editor for the New York Times one 
day.

 He unlocked the door to his apartment and slipped inside. He was 
trying to be as quiet as possible in case Elena was asleep, and God he hoped she 
was. It was midterm at NYU, and Elena had a history of overworking herself to 
the point where she fainted on the subway.

He’d be lying if he didn’t say that he wanted her in bed for his own sake as 
well. It wasn’t that he didn’t want to see his girlfriend after a long day, despite 
them living together for a year and dating for five. But it was two o’clock in the 
morning, he was both mentally and physically exhausted, and all he wanted 
was to slide in bed next to her and-

 The living room light was on. 
 Maybe she forgot to turn it off, Cyrus thought as he set his keys down 

on the side table, or maybe she passed out on the couch.
 He walked out from the hall to the living room, and stopped. 
 Elena was very much awake, and the sight of her made Cyrus’s stom-

ach drop. She was surrounded by papers, open textbooks, coffee mugs, and 
crushed energy drink cans. Her nose was stuck in one of the books, and she 
was violently tapping her pencil. 

 There was also a wine glass, but that didn’t concern Cyrus as much as 
the fact that it was two in the morning and Elena looked like she was a blink 
away from a heart attack. The caffeine was making her vibrate. He was about 
ten feet away and could see that she was shaking. The sight woke him up im-
mediately, and he forgot about work completely.

 “Elena?” She didn’t look up, just turned a page. He took a few steps 
closer. 

Cigarettes in Snow
Abbigail Jackson
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 “Elena? El?” He squatted down in front of her. “Hey, what’s going on?”
 “I’m busy,” she mumbled without looking up. She twirled her pencil 

and raked her free hand through her dark hair. 
 “Do you know what time it is?” Cyrus asked as he tapped her textbook. 

He was careful to not touch her directly. He didn’t want to startle her. 
 “Eight?”
 “No. God, no, it’s two.” She stopped tapping her pencil.
 “Oh.” Cyrus stood up and sat next to her, moving some papers to the 

floor. Elena bent to pick them up.
 “Elena, how long have you been at this?” She turned to face him. She 

looked so pale, and so tired.
 “Since I got home, I think? I don’t know. The hours kind of blurred 

together,” she said, rubbing her eyes. 
 “That was what, almost twelve hours ago? Have you taken a break?” 

Cyrus asked in disbelief. Elena hesitated before shaking her head. 
 “I mean, I got up for more coffee and the bathroom, but other than 

that, no,” she shuffled through the papers she picked up. She leaned forward 
and put her face in her hands. “God damn it.”

 “What?”
 “There’s so much I have to do.” Her voice was muffled, but Cyrus 

could hear that she was close to tears. He gently rubbed her knee. 
 “Hey, hey, El, listen to me. You need a break. You’re getting over-

whelmed.” She ran her hands back through her hair.
 “No, I need to get my shit together and get this work done. I have tests 

in physics and calculus this week, and homework due in astrophysics, and 
astronomy is kicking my ass, and-”

 “El, please,” Cyrus tried to interrupt, but Elena just kept rambling. She 
threw in some Spanish as well, which was hard for Cyrus to understand on a 
good day. He continued to repeat her name. 

 “Elena, listen to me. Elena. El. Elena!”
 “What?!” She finally yelled. Cyrus sighed. 
 “Just breathe for a second, would you?”
 She drew in a shaky breath. “It’s hard,” she mumbled, and wrung her 

hands together. 
Cyrus thought for a second. “Okay, we’re going outside. Get up, I’ll grab 

you a hoodie.”
 “Cyrus, no, I have to-”
 “You don’t have to do jack shit right now. It’s Friday night, you’ve been 

working for twelve hours, and you need a break.” He returned from their room 
with one of his old hoodies and tossed it to her. As she put it on, he closed her 
books and matched them with her papers. 

 “Cyrus…” 
 “Nope, we’re going outside,” he grabbed a pack of cigarettes, his phone, 
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earbuds, and his keys from the side table in the hall, and opened the door. 
“Come on.”

“You’re being a dick,” Elena muttered as she walked past him.
“Hey, it worked, didn’t it?” She shot him a glare. “You’ll thank me later.” 
“I know,” she sighed.  

They stepped outside, and it was snowing gently. Winter in New York al-
ways seemed to come early and stay late. Elena had lived there most of her life, 
but she still wasn’t used to it. She flipped up her hood, and sat next to Cyrus on 
the stoop. He pulled out the pack of cigarettes, his phone, and a pair of ear-
buds. He handed her the pack as he pulled up some music. 

Elena wasn’t a smoker. The only time in her life she ever smoked was 
when her hands wouldn’t stop shaking and they were out of weed. She tried 
proper medication for her panic attacks before, but it made her feel so sick and 
outside of herself, she had to stop. She didn’t entertain the idea of just chang-
ing the medication for a second.

Smoking might kill her early, but she’d die feeling like herself. 
She handed the pack over to Cyrus after she lit her cigarette in exchange 

for an earbud. He lit his and they sat there together, smoking and listening to 
the music Cyrus discovered at work. 

Indie bullshit, Elena thought as she shivered from the cold. Cyrus pulled 
her into his side, and Elena’s heart rate slowed at the contact.

“So,” Cyrus started after a song played through. “What happened?”
“Got a call from my mom.”
Cyrus stiffened up. Calls from Elena’s mother were never good. “Was she 

asking for money?”
“No, but she felt the need to remind me that she and several of my family 

members are in Venezuela, and ask again when I’m supposed to graduate. I told 
her, and she asked if it could be sooner.” 

Cyrus raised an eyebrow. “Why would she ask that?”
“Because the sooner I graduate the sooner I start working full time, which 

means the sooner I can send money and help them immigrate.”
“I thought you had to be twenty-one before you could apply for them? 

And I thought that your mom was banned?”
“That’s for visas and green cards for my parents. I can still send them 

money so they can apply for full citizenship.” She took a long drag. “And yes, 
my mom still has about six years before she can re-enter.” She lets out a harsh 
laugh and fiddles with her cigarette. “She gets caught re-entering illegally, gets 
banned, and has the nerve to call me her ‘precious anchor baby’ even though I 
failed at being her anchor.” 

“You didn’t fail at being her anchor. You were, what, eight when she got 
deported? You were a child. It shouldn’t be the kid’s responsibility to keep their 
parents in a country.”
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“Maybe not, but that’s why she had me in the first place.”
They were both quiet for a while. Elena flicked her cigarette butt into the 

street. Cyrus left his by his foot.
“So what? Were you cramming because of pressure on her end or for a 

distraction?” Cyrus tried to steer the conversation away from bad territory. 
Elena refused to talk about her mother’s attempt at gaining citizenship by giv-
ing birth in America on most good days. The fact that her mom called her her 
anchor baby probably pushed her over the edge. 

Cyrus could relate to a degree. His family was middle eastern, but he was 
born in the US. His parents constantly brought up the fact that he had more 
opportunities than they could ever dream of, and they sacrificed everything to 
come here. He understood the feeling of familial pressure to not fail.

“I don’t even know,” Elena admitted. “I mean, I do have a lot of work to 
do, and my mom did make me panic a bit, but it was a good distraction.” 

“A bit? You were shaking in there.”
“Blame the caffeine.” She bit her lip. “She called me like as soon as I got 

out of class. I swear she timed it.” Cyrus looked at her closely. The air and nico-
tine have helped her relax visibly.

“Maybe she did,” he rubbed her shoulder. “Maybe she thought if she talk-
ed to you while you were tired you’d be more inclined to listen.” 

“Maybe,” Elena fiddled with the drawstrings on the hoodie. “I like to 
think that she wouldn’t be that manipulative though.”

“Did you tell your foster mom that she called?”
“Jean? God, no. She’d want me to file a restraining order or some shit.”
 Cyrus hummed in response. “You don’t have to take her calls, you know. 

You’re helping them all you can.” Elena wrapped her hands around his to play 
with his fingers. Her nervous tick. “There’s literally nothing else you can do,” 
Cyrus noted after a minute.

“She’d just keep calling. My best bet is to just answer and hope that it 
doesn’t bother me too much.”

“But it did.”
“Yeah, it did.” There was more silence. The next song started to play.
Elena recognized it immediately. “Since when did you listen to ‘Cage The 

Elephant’?”
“Since you were listening to this song while getting ready last week. It 

reminded me of you.”
“‘Cigarette Daydreams?’ It’s so sappy.”
“But you were listening to it,” Cyrus retorted. “You have good music taste 

sometimes.”
Elena mumbled a protest, and let the song finish. 
“So, if we were to go inside right now, would you actually go to bed?” 

Cyrus rubbed circles in one of Elena’s hands. “You’re starting to freeze a bit.”
“It was your idea to go outside,” Elena laughed.
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“You needed the air. You’re like a fucking plant.”
“That makes no sense,” Elena laughed harder, the final remnants of stress 

fading, “plants don’t need oxygen, and some don’t even need to be outside. 
They just need sunlight and water. What the hell are you talking about?”

“You’re right, you’re right,” Cyrus admitted, “but it made you laugh.”
“Yeah, yeah okay. It did.” 
Cyrus kissed her head. “So, inside? Bed? I will actually chuck all of your 

textbooks out the window if you touch them.” 
Elena snorted. “You wouldn’t, but okay. Yeah, bed sounds good.” Cyrus let 

out a small cheer and hugged Elena closer. She wrapped her arms around his 
waist and buried her face into his chest, mumbling a “love you” into his jacket. 

“Love you too,” he said into her shoulder. “Please tell me next time she 
calls so I can help you sort it out.”

“I will. I promise.” 
They stepped inside, and left their haven of cigarette smoke and snow-

flakes behind. 
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The final class meets quietly, without fanfare; 
another semester slides into the gradebook. 
First-year writing students file out the door—  
some weary, some worried with fingers crossed, 
some hurriedly heading home, giddy to see 
their parents, little siblings, long naps,
old flames, family dogs, the past. 

Then, inevitably, over the holiday ham 
and mashed sweet potatoes, someone asks, 
“How’s school going?” 
A whirlwind of excesses, late nights, 
lessons in procrastination, tiny failures 
and regrets, flirtations, dalliances, 
that one time that one guy did that one thing, 
maybe a little learning. Maybe. 
“Fine,” they reply, keeping their secrets close. 
“Just fine.”

At Sem
ester’s End

T
on

y B
aker

The thought of writing consumes me
How will I contribute my verse?
Through aimless scrawl, I dive and dodge
Through stolen words, I form thought
Write, rhyme, my mind running hot
Burning through words that are not mine
And hopelessly running out of time
This composition racing toward an end
Far too arduous for anyone to comprehend

Untitled
Carrie Rozar
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Two residents of the Sigma Phi Beta house come down Sunday morning 
to find they now have a fishbowl on the mantle. With a fish in it.

“Where did that come from?” Josh asks. A senior, he is immaculate, in a 
suit, totally suaved, and carrying a Bible.

“Fucked if I know,” Porno (that isn’t his given name, obviously) says. “It 
wasn’t here yesterday afternoon when I had the pledges clean this place up.” As 
a sophomore hospitality management major, he gets the thankless job of house 
steward. He is hungover, unshaven, and in sagging pajama pants.

Josh wipes the mantle on one side of the fish bowl, giving it the white 
glove test without the white glove. “Did a shitty job.” The whole room is lit-
tered with party droppings, drink cans, napkins, plates of half-eaten goodies, 
cigarette ash and butts.

“Of course the place is slobbed up now,” Porno says. “We had a mixer here 
last night. But you probably don’t remember. I saw you head out back with 
those tri-delt girls. They had grass, huh?”

“Yeah. Good stuff, too. Real Mexican. But who left this fish? You were 
supposed to stay here to chaperone things.”

“I did. But it was a full-time job, all those freshman girls and pledges 
trying to get laid. I didn’t have time to watch for a fish bowl on the mantle. 
Somebody must have snuck it in.” He sits on the couch and holds his throbbing 
head in his hands. “Oh. I think I remember some girl saying something about 
how the house needed a mascot, how the other frat houses had a pit bull or a 
rattlesnake in a cage or something.”

“Well, this is just wonderful. So she has a few drinks, goes out as a joke 
and brings us a mascot, a two-inch goldfish mascot. Makes us look kind of 
puny, don’t you think, next to a pit bull and a rattlesnake?”

“Yeah, but at least he’s there in a place of honor, on the mantle right un-
der the house logo.”

“Jesus, Porn, get your terminology right. It’s our national insignia! You 
been through pledge training and initiation. You’re supposed to know what all 
the elements of it symbolize. It’s not a ‘house logo.’”

“Yeah, all right, I know. But now we’re going to be known as the goldfish 
house. . . I wonder what we’re supposed to feed him.”

“Ask Algie. He’s in wildlife management, isn’t he? Ask him what to do. It 
doesn’t seem right to keep him – the fish, I mean, not Algie – cooped up like 
that. Well, I’m off to church; I’m hitting on a real hot chick in the Sunday Bible 
study class.” He strides out the door.

Porno rises and plods up the stairs. He comes back down a few minutes 
later with Algie (short for Algernon), who is dressed, but disheveled and looks 

Fishbowl
Ralph Bowden
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geeky. He carries a pad of some kind that is running a game that squeaks and 
grunts. He sets it on the mantle and peers through his thick glasses at the 
goldfish.

“Yeah, how about that? It’s a goldfish.”
“I can see that. What do we feed him? Or her? Can you sex a goldfish?”
“I can’t. What’s its name?”
“Name? How do I know? He, she, it, hasn’t introduced him, her, itself yet. 

It needs a name?”
“It would simplify the pronoun indeterminacy. Why don’t we call it Pat, 

for ambiguous convenience?”
Porno sags back down on the couch, his head back, eyes closed. “Fine. 

What do we feed . . . Pat?”
“I’d suggest goldfish food. But until we get some, we might see if a flake 

of cornflakes would stir Pat’s juices.” Algie disappears back to the kitchen, and 
returns a moment later holding a flake between his fingers. He drops it in the 
fishbowl. “Here ya go, Pat.”

Pat lunges for the cornflake and swims in a circle chewing or swallowing 
it.

“Hell of a thing, cooped up in a glass cage like that,” Porno says. “Won’t he 
. . . uh, Pat, get bored or claustrophobic?”

“I’d think so. I wonder if he always swims counter-clockwise like that, or 
does he . . . .”

On cue, Pat reverses his direction.
“Well, look at that,” Porno gets up and comes over to watch Pat swim, and 

gradually slow down. Pat stops to look out at Algie and Porno.
“What’s that string hanging out?” Porno asks. “Did he shit?”
“Looks like it. Gastro-colic reflex, I guess.”
They watch for a few minutes. Pat flicks around, the string breaks off and 

slowly sinks to the bottom.
“Ugh. That’s gross,” Porno says. “Will it dissolve and mess up his water? 

Should we change the water?”
“After a week or so, probably. I’d guess his poop will collect at the bottom 

and rot down and suck oxygen out of the water so he’ll come up and gulp at the 
surface.”

“What a pissy life. I mean, gee, bad enough to be cooped up in a tiny bowl 
so you can’t swim straight, with no privacy, people looking in at you all the 
time, no entertainment or stimulation like another fish to fight with or fuck 
or whatever they do, or at least some plants or something to swim around. You 
know how they hang mobiles over cribs these days and play Mozart to infants. 
Pat doesn’t get any of that and will grow up retarded. Will he grow up? How old 
do you think he is?”

Algie shrugs. “Who knows? I’ve seen goldfish two or three times his size, 
so he’s probably young. As for brain power, he doesn’t need much to be a gold-
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fish. I suspect most goldfish are pretty retarded.”
“Yeah, but if we could stimulate him he’d reach more of his potential. I 

think he’s already smart as it is; you saw how he knew to swim back the other 
way when you suggested it.”

“I doubt my suggestion had anything to do with it.”
“Well maybe not. Maybe he was just thinking ahead and realizing that if 

he always swam one way, he’d grow up lopsided. Wouldn’t it be cool if we could 
supercharge his brain development somehow and teach him tricks? Make that 
pit bull and rattlesnake look pretty lame.”

“Pit bull and rattlesnake? What are you talking about,” Algie says, picking 
up his game pad and crossing to the stairs.

“Like the other frat houses have. Funny, I rushed at most of them and 
don’t remember any mascots. Oh, maybe one of them had a cat. Chicks dig pet 
animals. That must be where it’s coming from.”

Algie’s eyes roll up behind his glasses. “Warm and furry pet animals. I 
doubt a goldfish will grab any girl.” He disappears up the stairs.

“We’ll see about that, Pat ole buddy. Maybe you don’t know it yet, but 
you’re going to become one special goldfish. First, we have to get you a bigger 
bowl.” Porno runs up the stairs.

A few seconds later, another brother comes down. This is Rayo, senior, 
one of the house jocks. His suggestively ape-like physique is in baggy workout 
shorts, a tank top, and running shoes. As he jogs past the fireplace, headed for 
the kitchen, he catches sight of Pat, watching him go by.

“What the fuck are you looking at?” He stops and stares down Pat, bel-
ligerently, until Pat twitches to the side and swims away. “What’s this goldfish 
doing here?” Rayo bellows. He takes Sigma Phi Beta very seriously, has definite 
ideas about the house image, and an arrogantly short fuse with pledges and 
underclassmen generally.

Porno clatters down the stairs, now more or less dressed in longish shorts, 
a tee shirt, and sandals. “Some girl left him so we’d have a mascot.”

“A mascot!? What kind of mascot is this?”
“He’ll do fine when I get him brained up and trained.”
“Trained? You mean like house broken, so he’ll always crap in one corner 

of his bowl? That’ll do wonders for the house, all right.”
“I was just headed out to get him a bigger bowl or aquarium or something. 

With some plants and things to keep him interested and developing . . . .”
“You can’t put anything bigger on the mantle, and certainly not right 

under the insignia, as if he was part of what we’re about here at SPB. I say flush 
the fish.”

Nobody likes to cross Rayo. “Okay, okay, I’ll get him outta here.” Porno 
takes Pat and his bowl and heads up to the room he shares with Chin Li, an-
other sophomore, who’s already studying at his desk. The room is tight for two, 
and there’s no cleared place in Porno’s cluttered half of it to set a goldfish bowl. 
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Porno sets Pat precariously on his unmade bed. Chin Li looks around.
“What’s that? A goldfish bowl?”
Porno fills him in, Pat’s origins, naming, and intellectual potential, ending 

with, “It seems like cruel and unusual to trap him in a glass bowl. He needs 
space to roam.”

“In here? You going to flood the room? Not my half.”
“I’ll start with a bigger tank,” Porno says.
“Where you putting that? On your bed? You going to sleep with a fish? 

Maybe, if you make him so smart, you can teach him to breathe air, cuddle 
with him. Or if it turns out Pat’s Patricia, you can screw her and make lots of 
hybrids, like mermaids.” Chin turns back to his analytic chemistry text.

Porno pulls on a shirt. “All right, I’m headed out to see if I can find a tank 
somewhere. Don’t knock over Pat’s bowl.”

Porno drives his Lexus SUV (his family is wealthy) to Walmart, which 
always has everything. He looks in the pet department for an aquarium, but 
can’t find anything and the old woman shelving boxes of dog treats tells him 
the store doesn’t carry aquariums.

It’s Sunday morning and dedicated pet stores aren’t open. Porno drives to 
Lowe’s. They don’t have aquariums either, but a helpful clerk, on hearing about 
Pat, suggests an in-ground plastic pond. Yes! Much better. Porno buys the big-
gest model, about the size of a bath tub, and an aerator-fountain pump.

Back at the SPB house, he sets the plastic pond on the ground below the 
window of his and Chin’s room. If he can win over the house council, he’ll dig 
it in the front yard next to the walkway. He’ll have to fence it off, of course, to 
keep drunks from falling in, and put some kind of wire mesh protector over it, 
or Pat might have to contend with stray basketballs, volleyballs, or Frisbees. 
The brothers use the front yard for their sports. He finds a hose in the base-
ment, drags it out, and starts filling Pat’s new, more spacious, home.

Leaving the hose running, he dashes upstairs and collects Pat’s bowl 
from his bed. Back at the nearly filled pond, he shuts off the hose and is about 
to dump Pat in when it strikes him that the pond water temperature is con-
siderably colder than the bowl water. It might be a shock to Pat’s system. He 
consoles Pat:

“You’re going to have to wait, old buddy, until the sun warms up your new 
home. Just a little more captivity before freedom.”

Porno scouts for items that he might put in the pond to stimulate Pat’s 
brain. He rips up a clump of weeds and sets it in, before running back down to 
the basement, which provides many possibilities, old car parts, mostly, wheels 
and tires, empty paint cans, and a mop bucket. But they’d grub up the pond 
visually. He finally decides on the front wheel of a bicycle. It seems clean, and 
will provide an environment for Pat to practice swimming maneuvers through 
the spokes. And a clean 5 gallon plastic bucket on its side will give Pat some 
privacy.
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Back at the pond, Porno carefully arranges the wheel against the bucket 
and then lowers Pat’s bowl down into the water until the open top is below the 
surface.

“Okay, you can come out, now, and explore and enjoy your new freedom,” 
he tells Pat.

But Pat hunkers down in the bottom of his bowl with his poop string and 
shows no interest in swimming up and out. “Hey, come on, guy. It’s a big, won-
derful world out there. Great minds have to be expanded by experience.”

Porno reaches in to see if he can encourage Pat’s adventurous spirit. Pat 
skillfully avoids Porno’s hand and doesn’t budge from his bowl bottom.

“Is it all too sudden and traumatic for you, Pat, m’lad? Tell ya what, I’ll 
leave you alone for a while so you can venture out when you’re ready.” Porno 
goes inside, belts down a couple cups of black coffee, and makes himself a 
breakfast of stale cookies and pretzels left over from the mixer.

About noon, he goes back out to check on Pat’s self-education progress. 
Pat’s left his bowl, all right, but is now floating on his side, quite dead. Porno 
is shocked. He gently gathers Pat up in his handkerchief and takes him up to 
Algie’s room.

“You think he couldn’t handle the freedom and needed the confined 
space? Was it, whaddyacall it, agoraphobia or something? Can you die of that?”

“You filled it with city water? That stuff is toxic. Chlorine. Sodium Fluo-
ride. I don’t know what all they put in it. Did you rinse the plastic pond first? 
It could have been coated with something. Of course he didn’t want to leave 
his bowl; it’d be like you going out into a cloud of tear gas. You better bury him 
quick. Fish tend to stink.”
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We are all elements constantly shifting form
We hold together, seemingly solid, for a time.
Change comes with the whisper of a hummingbird wing
and we are no longer ourselves.
Yet the same particles remain, turned like
a kaleidoscope held in an invisible hand to create a new pattern.
We are there in the rainbow of flowers pushing up from the earth, our
new faces seeking the sun.
I miss my friend, but she is still here, rearranged, as am I, by her death.

Now it’s time for the award-winning Channel Zero News, winner of the 

 Channel Zero News Award
Send before midnight tonight and receive absolutely free of extra charge this 
 stainless rust
Borrow money from us to pay off all your debts we take an interest in you 
 we’re the bank with a heart of pyrite
In other news a ninety-three-year-old man has shot his twenty-six-year-old 
 bride of two weeks because she stayed out all night and all day too but 
 the dachshund is expected to survive
How many nausea pills do you take a day
Look there on the screen it’s a scientist it’s an artist it’s both at once Einstein 
 fiddled around a lot 
Turn something good on
What will happen to John’s wife’s other husband’s secret lover
Now that’s better
Pass me another bottle of old TV Brew

For Deanna Nipp-Keintz
Ruth Black

VIDEO
Graham Kash
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The artistic beautiful:
hard-hitting, dutiful;
sharp-edged cuticles;
far-fetched, suitable—
it’s that doable.

The artistic beautiful:
some mystic musical
drifts into acoustical
sifts through the crucible—
very, very inscrutable.

The artistic beautiful:
something altogether suitable
tries to measure the unmovable
and treasures the irrefutable—
ultimately undisputable.

The artistic beautiful:
nothing so excusable
can excuse you from delusional
and incredibly irreducible—
it is finally fusible.

The artistic beautiful:
nothing at all usual,
magnificently mutable,
altogether aptitudinal—
idealistic and imputable.

Even though it’s loose, it’s full.
Doesn’t matter whose, it’s cool.
Sure it’s not easy, but it’s computable.
And once you have it, it is irremovable.
The artistic beautiful.

The Artistic Beautiful
Austin Cross

Orbs in Abstract
Haley Smith
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Ctenophora
Haley Smith
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I took a look around my home today
and noticed a change I couldn’t quite name.
It all looked just as it had yesterday
and yet, I could tell it was not the same.
The couch stood where it had since I moved in.
It wasn’t the chairs, nor the pictures in the hall.
I searched, room by room for what felt foreign
but only found rooms that remained banal.
My unease growing, it occurred to me
finally, what I had noted missing.
Books once hid every surface, but slowly
my paper collection stopped increasing.
Physical books neatly shelved, replaced by a tablet
while my hands yearn for paper pages better than any gadget.

Displaced
Lalonie McCarter

after Adam Scott Rote’s “Where Will You Go” 

In the late afternoon sunlight, he paints.
Trying to restore fading wood and plaster
with acrylics and oils, canvas and brush.
The old ballroom was grand, beautiful once
but time has reduced her to mere ruins.
Only the painter mourns what used to be;
each brushstroke carrying hope for new life.
Hours spent with the ghost of a memory,
he puts color to canvas. Blending and shading,
hoping to find just the right shade of green. 
His work reveals gleaming wood floors, white walls,
and the ethereal form of a woman. 
Wearing an emerald green gown, she stares
waiting there for her lover, her painter.

Memory
Lalonie McCarter
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Humanity lives an era where they no longer exist. They have built ma-

chinery that was said to make their lives better. The advancements they made 
brought the future they desired closer to a modern reality. However, there 
was only one problem: they didn’t realize that it would one day destroy them. 
The demand for new technology grew and grew, materials began to run low; 
there was not enough to keep up with everyone’s demands and desire. Their 
advancements began to slowly kill them when they thought they were making 
them better.

They called it evolution, a process that would make humanity greater 
and stronger than it had ever been before. Those that were able to adapt to it 
became greater than others of their own kind, surviving with dominance over 
them. I know this because I am one of them. Their desire for more has driven 
them to fight against each other, decimating entire races. Nothing could stop 
them. It was only a matter of time until the world in which they lived was in 
desolation. For them, there was no point of return. What they called evolution, 
I learned to call suicide.

At a time when the use of technology and biological engineering was used 
as treatments for healing, I did not think that I would ever survive for as long 
as I have. While it is still used for that purpose, technology has become prom-
inent in every aspect of life. Like everyone at some point, I desired to have 
more; more than I could have ever imagined. I became addicted. I found it 
difficult to think of a life without it.

Now I wonder what would happen if there was a way to reset what has 
been done, to go back and change the way that we perceived evolution and 
approach it with a different mind, one that does not lead to mass destruction. 
A world where I can learn from my mistakes, and not face the same conse-
quences all over again. To return to a home that I was proud of, and not live in 
constant fear of an attack. 

I suppose I should start from the beginning. I was only twenty-four when 
the proposal was announced to the world. The people were told that after three 
centuries of experiments, the chance to let humanity experience a life beyond 
what was originally expected of them. Naturally, everyone was skeptical at the 
beginning; only a few were willing to take the leap to get behind the project. It 
was believed by many that it would take years for technology to get to where 
they wanted it to be, not in the span of a few centuries.

They started at first with a person’s limbs with the intent of providing 
the disabled and elderly with better treatment. Many believed their story and 
latched on the idea, as they naturally would, seeing how it was presented as a 
cause for the good of the people. This was all that they did for the next de-
cade or so. The disabled and the elders of the world had better mobility, some 

Technologically Blind
Mikaylee Flood
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might say the best that has ever been seen, some moved around better than the 
younger generations after them. To me, this was when the desire and greed for 
more began.

Every time someone had trouble with a part of their body, they would 
ignore the idea of going to seek proper treatment in favour of a mechanical 
replacement. The needs for anything or anyone related to medicine disap-
peared from the face of the earth, which in itself was fading away from the lack 
of treatment from its inhabitants. The human race evolved in a way that had 
not been seen before. One where the majority of the human body was made of 
metal rather than flesh.

The second stage began with the proposal of artificial organs, specifically 
for those who had trouble with the ones they already had. Once again, many 
were skeptical, and few latched on; they continued to promote it as a means 
to help the ones that needed it most; not many suspected that there was more 
to their agenda than what was being presented before them. Over the next 
few years, people began to adapt to the changes and considered them a part of 
everyday society. The second stage caught on greatly; becoming known as the 
“greatest advancement in engineering history”. It was after this great adoption 
that the third stage began.     

Between the second and third stages of advancements I started to work 
for the company, eventually taking on a leading role in their program, though 
that was not what I intentionally wanted. My original goal was to be able to 
prove to others that I was capable of taking care of myself and not have to 
rely on anyone else. Little did I know then that I was getting more than I had 
bargained for.

The third stage was considered to be the biggest advancement yet. Before 
the first stage ever started, technology was moving into an era where electronic 
resources were everywhere. Every household, no matter how rich or poor, had 
at least one device in their possession. Little did anyone know what having a 
device would lead to. 

Everyone bought into the lies, including me. After only a few decades 
in business, the company shut down for an unknown reason, leaving no one 
else to supply new parts that people were craving to get their hands on. The 
humanity that people knew was dying and not in the way that most people 
would have hoped. Each day, more and more humanoid machines roamed the 
surface, old and new alike. People began to fight each other over the parts that 
they needed.

My body slowly began to deteriorate. The only way that I could live was 
to physically change my body to become adaptable. With every modification, 
I became less of a man and more of a machine. At one point, I thought I was 
becoming stronger, but it turned out that with every improvement, my body 
became weaker and incapable of many tasks. 

It took me nearly four hundred years to realize the illusion and conse-
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quences of what the company had done. I am one of the few that still has any 
form of once being human, my only remaining organs being my heart and 
brain. I often wish that I could go back to the way things once were, to reset 
the monstrosities that humanity has become. Over the last two hundred years, 
I realized that there was a reason why death exists. Instead, I chose for myself 
a long-lasting hell.

The world that I live in doesn’t see it the same way. Sure there are a few 
who agree with me and share the same regrets, but the majority of the cyborgs 
I am surrounded by remain blind to their own deceptions. They are in a con-
stant war with each other, fighting for the sake of getting the parts they need 
to survive from the weak or fallen, sometimes even the living. There is no clear 
winner because the fight never ends. They have become cannibals; they cannot 
see beyond their own desires. Now the world lies in ruins, it is now beyond 
hope.

After many years of being like the others and advancing along with the 
technology that has now become a part of us, I now desire what I will never 
have: a chance to become what I once was, the hope of being a proper human. 
once again. I would rather face death than continue to live in this nightmare 
any longer. If only it were possible.

I once believed that with these advancements that all of humanity would 
live forever. I came to realize later that it was all a lie, one that I wished I had 
never believed. I wander in a world filled with desolation, one that once existed 
only in the imagination. I see with nothing but regret. Everything that I once 
thought about the world was wrong, and now I slowly await a long overdue 
death as the machine drags on until there is nothing left to keep it going. Until 
then, I face an agonizingly long wait to feel the sensation of release from this 
long suffering.
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Convergence
Alexis Harmon
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Memories can be false; all they are are pulses in your brain. 
Pulses that should set fire to you, make images behind your eyes. 
Here is what I know to be true, clouds are water, English is hard, 
and the square root of 196 is 14.    

Impulses control every manner, why I choose fight over flight. 
The first time my wife left for the mental hospital, I froze. My brain 
spit firing images, words, commands, and I did nothing but sit for 11 
½ hours with her.    

Curiosity bothers me sometimes, why are humans so damn 
curious. I think about, while driving, why do we have cars if it ruins 
the Earth but why should I care if the world will burn up one day. 
Or why people let others intentionally inflict pain on them. Tattoos, 
hickies, piercings. Does it make us sadistic? Vile? Probably why we 
are “rebels” and “satanists.”    

I call this high beam curiosity. Regular beans just show the ob-
vious. Just the present and some daydreams. High beams are meant 
for you to see further, go further with no one there you could blind. 
Your past, present, future, dreams, daydreams, nightmares. Your 
brain works non-stop until you die. High beam curiosity is that and 
more.     

I have been told I have an old soul, but I doubt it. I watch for 
subtly in people’s mannerisms. Sad, happy, what is their nervous 
twitches. I have watched my family use it against strangers, friends, 
each other.    

My personal logic says that is shit. Why not use it to counsel 
others? Does that make me better? No, I am no better than the bank 
robber on fifth street trying to support his family.    

I will die one day, and I am ready. These thoughts have to end 
at some point. Until then, turn your beams on bright and experi-
ence the  whole  existence.

H
igh Beam

 C
uriosity

Sal P
ep

era
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 What we put inside the minds of those around us is the only thing we 
truly keep. It is the only hope for immortality that is not committed in vain. 
The subconscious of our lovers and friends is the consciousness of the uni-
verse, the id of the human race. We find it, not where we least expect it, but 
all around us. We hold inside us not only ourselves, but everyone we have ever 
met. This is called “group transactive memory” and it defines who we are, right 
down to our very thoughts.

“Hey,” a voice calls out into the dim hallway of an apartment that isn’t 
mine. The space is familiar, feeling like a home and a war zone, simultane-
ously. But that “hey” doesn’t feel like anything, at least not a first. It’s a low 
voice, a man’s voice. A friend soon to be, but a distant figure still. The reply is 
a half-hearted, guttural noise, that comes from a raspy throat that isn’t accus-
tomed to cigarettes, but smokes them anyway. There’s a clarifying “ahem,” and 
then another “hey,” this time of some substance.

The beginning of a friendship is, in many ways, a beginning of our new 
selves. Inside this person, we will store the intimate details of our shared inter-
actions. I will remember where he hid his spare house key, and he’ll remember 
that there’s a hidden stop sign at the end of the street— even though I’m al-
ways the one driving. There is nothing more human than the beginning of this 
shared consciousness, this collective remembering.

A peek into the room from the hallway reveals a half-deflated air mat-
tress against one wall, a television against another, and some assorted belongs 
strode about the floor. Comfort over beauty, or whatever. The mid-evening sun 
is coming in through the open window around the silhouette of a cat sitting 
in the sill, and there’s a cigarette smoldering in his hand. He reaches over and 
ashes it into an empty beer can, like he’s leaving all the ills of the world to the 
bottom of that Four Loko.

The process of building and using group transactional memory can be 
broken down into three parts: encoding, storage, and retrieval. These processes 
are malleable, and change overtime, as members of the group (i.e. humans) are 
also malleable, and change overtime. Our transactional memories are a form of 
collective preservation, as well as collective trust.

The room looks just the way it did the last time I graced its presence, just 
the way it probably has since its occupant up took residence, and for a second, 
there is nothing to be said. A nameless movie, both nameless and meaningless 
to me, plays on the television. He turns it down and looks at me. There’s no 
logical reason for me to be standing in that doorway, waiting for a conversation 
to force itself out of nothing. We hardly know each other. But still, we stand 
there, and I forget what was first said, but it went a little something like “have 

Transactive Memory
Madison Davis
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you ever seen this movie?”
There is no way for any one human to know or remember everything. 

Maybe group transactional memory is nature’s way of reminding us that we 
are nothing if we are isolated. Or maybe, it’s more of a general statement of 
purpose. Maybe, through collective remembering, we are meant to know sim-
ply that we are not alone.

Of course, I hadn’t seen that movie. It looked dark, definitely not some-
thing I’d choose to watch on my own, but probably something I’d enjoy none-
theless. He motions for me to have a seat. I opt for the floor, because really, 
how forward can you be with someone you just met, as to sit on their already 
struggling air mattress?

Encoding requires trust, storage requires reliance, and retrieval requires 
identification. You have to trust someone to give them a memory, rely on them 
to store it, and know them well enough to positively identify that they have it. 
And, you have to do all of this without really knowing that you’re doing it.

What became apparent, from my view on his bedroom floor, was that this 
was not going to be just a passing interaction. This was not a fleeting moment, 
in that apartment of a friend-of-a-friend and his friend-of-a-friend-of-a-friend 
of a roommate that would eventually become my apartment, my roommate, 
and my friend. This was an experience, born out of a “have you seen this mov-
ie?”, conceived of a moment of eye contact and a “hey” from a dingy hallway. 
He became my most trusted ally, my secret-keeper—my memory.

When I got that first bruise, he was the only one I told the truth to. And 
when I flung open our apartment door, crying, in only a disheveled t-shirt and 
boxer briefs, to find him smoking the umpteenth cigarette in the driveway, he 
gave me his hoodie and told me he would handle what I’d left inside. He was 
more than a friend, he was an ally when I needed one and a protector when I 
was stupid to realize I couldn’t be my own.

To say I have forgotten the details since, is like saying I have continued 
to breathe. There are moments I will not remember, and he will never forget. 
There are days that are forgone to him, that are the capstones of our friendship 
to me. But what remains is what we share, what we never saw coming. There is 
no greater temple than the mind of a friend.

And when we lose the friend we have stored memories in, we lose those 
memories too. They are gone, like the bonds of that friendship are gone. We are 
left with words unsaid, and half-truths that are as good as dead.

The lease ran out on that apartment, just like my patience with him and 
his tolerance for me. At least, I think that’s what’s happened.

Even if the nature of the relationship isn’t romantic, the sense of loss in 
the death of a friendship can be intense. Remember, when you lose a friend, 
you lose a part of yourself.

He didn’t like the way I started to be. I’ll admit I was a piece of shit (read: 
I am a piece of shit). It’s all starting to fade, now.
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It’s like when you drive on the interstate, and there are those criss-cross-
ing bridges with all the on and off ramps. We were sort of cruising on the same 
track, and then I took exit I95 towards the last thing he wanted to deal with, 
while he headed straight for being the biggest dick he possibly could be about 
it. I don’t remember everything that happened, but I’m sure it wasn’t pretty.

The saving grace of group transactional memory, is that even if we lose 
that friend, we are still ourselves. Our experiences are still our own, even if our 
memories are cut in half.

Maybe he saw a glimmer in my eye that wasn’t there. And maybe I didn’t 
realize that my crippling depression was killing everyone but me. It doesn’t 
matter, what’s gone is gone. What remains is what I had when I first saw him 
in his room, from inside that dingy hallway: who I am, uninhibited. I still 
remember that clearly. 

Perspective
Natalie Hughes
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My phone lights up the silent
room like a wayward ship, beckoning
from a black horizon. My mind
jumps from its nearly complete slumber. On the other end, 
quivering, is a younger friend, brother 
by miles and trials, finally breaking 
his long silence, grasping for the rope I tossed 
in his pit long ago. He exhales 
complications, doubts, a weeping 
willow planted in a drought. With surrender,
he places a box of shattered pieces in my lap - longings, crushed
by a weight I know all too well. No one
makes it out whole. Knowing
I was chosen, a photograph framed and balanced on a desolate wall, 
my ears perk up as a retriever to his caretaker’s voice. Listening, waiting,
consoling, I hear the sincerity of a mourning 
dove, yearning under a clear, night sky. Finally, 
his consolation complete, he makes 
promises of a reunion and exits. 
Dark room again. 
Exhilaration, yet concern fill me as I 
realize the lightning storm that just exploded across 
my horizon. What sick sense of joy do I feel? Not
schadenfreude at his pain, but instead the helium-filled ease of symmetry.   
 Finally, 
walking shoulder to shoulder miles apart he and I, close
eyes, rest, assured 
we walk not alone. 

Ships in the Night
Nathan Combs
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while a child floating
like a silent corpse
on the surface of the ocean
ninety seven percent
water myself
riding the waves
the way my father taught me
allowing the water its control

and not struggling never struggling
i never imagined
that the rest of life
would not be so free
that i’d soon have too many shells
imperfect spirals 
fragmented sand dollars
i never thought
i’d go to the coast
and just sit on the sand
pressing their fingernail undersides 
into my palms
to keep my fear down
to keep myself upright
and then
as if to thank them
i’d keep them
piling on each other
the imperfect remnants
of things once alive
the sadsick moments 
of my own inabilities
my own fragilities
a storm of skeletons
beating against the glass
on the living room shelf 

the hurricane glass
rachel driggers
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my father is a writer
and my mother talks to god
constantly
granules of truth
pile in my mind
like fine white sugar
the largest of all
echoing as it falls:
 i am not great
 i am a creation of two people
a constant pulsing breathing reminder
that they once loved each other
flesh/bone/body of flesh/bone/body
 i will not be missed
 by this earth
yet when i die 
i will miss the trees 
i will miss the swaying dance
of their leaves before the advent
of a storm
i will miss the times in summer so hot
that i believe
my teeth will sweat out of me
and the turn it takes
when the humidity builds 
and the silvery green paleness
of the backs of the leaves
calling the storm like a light beam
calls SOS across dark water
 just a fraction of a reaction, after all
 i may not be missed
my father is a writer
and my mother’s ongoing conversation with god
interrupts my thoughts
and I sit at my desk
 look like I’m working
and I eat my dinner
 feel the food in my mouth
and I tell you I love you
 the words are real
but I am
 as yet, undefined 

definitions
rachel driggers
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I step into
 the attic of my
  house looking for
memories from
 years since the start
  of this awful mental
conflict that arose
 out of faulty
  wiring lasting into
adulthood. Dust blinds
 me. Emotions choke. The
  attic expands with
each step. I am
 a labyrinth. Thoughts
  twist left
right until there is
 no clear
  exit.
Lights out.
 I am
  not
alone.
 A beast lives
  with me
in this attic, in this
 Skull.
  I feed it
thoughts, it feeds
 me lies. 
  How do
I escape this
 Maze?
  I can’t glance
back, the beast
 gains ground.
  All I
do is
 run.

Lost
Thomas Cox
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Alone in this house I sit day after day. But this is not my house. My house 
is up the road sitting in a green field peppered with wildflowers and surround-
ed by pine trees. I keep wondering when I will be able to go back home, but 
I must wait for him to come back here and take me there. He went away – I 
don’t know why. I’m not sure when he will return. I don’t think he told me 
when to expect him back. But here I sit, on this vinyl couch cracked and 
weathered with use and age, waiting for my husband. 

My feet barely touch the linoleum floor while I’m sitting on this couch. 
What I do touch with my feet is wetness. Why is this floor wet? I lift myself 
to my feet and wetness seeps further into my wool socks. A knocking sound 
draws my attention from my feet to the back door in the kitchen. Through the 
windowpane, an older man probably in his seventies stands with wire-rimmed 
glasses perched at the end of his nose and white shaggy hair sliding out from 
underneath his cap. Oh, it’s that man again. He comes here a lot. Maybe this 
house is his house. He’s not my husband. This man is too old to be my husband. 
He knocks again. The door rattles against the deadbolt lock and the chain 
whips in protest against the chipped white paint of the doorframe. Why should 
I even let this man in? My husband wouldn’t like it. The wetness returns to my 
feet adding to the increasing weight of my socks. 

“Open the door.” The man’s voice slices through the window. I don’t rec-
ognize that voice, but I know this man has been here before – I suppose. To my 
left is a quaint little kitchen. Appliances with rounded edges and pastel colors 
surround a four-person table. A glass of orange juice, pulp filming the surface, 
sits on the edge of the table on top of a folded newspaper. The Lord’s Prayer 
hangs beside the refrigerator. Good, the people that live in this house must 
know the Lord. On the refrigerator dozens of photographs of smiling people 
inhabit the entire freezer section in neat rows held there by various magnets. 
In one picture a curly headed teenage boy stands proudly by a motorcycle of 
some sorts. In another, a little blonde girl sits smiling ear-to-ear with a kitten 
in her lap. What a family these people must have! This sure is a nice house, but 
it’s not my house. 

The knocking increases in force. Maybe this man lives here. I should let 
him in – I suppose. Maybe he knows when my husband is coming to get me 
to take me home. I free the chain from the lock and unlock the deadbolt with 

trembling hands, and the man steps inside splashing some more wetness onto 
my feet coincidentally. 

“Oh no, not the pipes again!”
He lumbers into the kitchen and into the hallway beside the bathroom. 

I notice streams of water cascading all around my feet and pooling in the 
hallway. He tells me to sit back down on the couch while he calls someone to 

Home
Laura Nealon
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come and fix the busted pipes in the bathroom. The man seems nice, maybe a 
tad familiar in some way, but I still don’t know him. Maybe this is his house. I 
need to ask him about my husband. Maybe he can tell me. I want to go back to 
my house. 

“Do you know when my husband is coming to get me? I want to go back 
home.” 

The man stands in front of me slightly bent over with one hand on his 
hip. He looks about the room and sighs. 

“Ma, dad has been dead for over thirty years now. This is your house. You 
are home.”

The wetness remains in my socks. Where is it coming from? The man 
stands in front me. I need to ask him about my husband. Maybe he can tell me. 
I want to go back to my house. 

“Do you know when my husband is coming to get me? I want to go back 
home.” 

Piano
Danny Christian
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No one is dead but I am here
and I can breathe
the stench of lily-flung sweet,
wafts of ghost hands pulled apart, 
the cooling of hot blood 
in dissipating coils of steam. 

I am the only mourner,

a single-bodied slow procession, 
the coffin just right for you 
and me to curl in, together, 
the way it was when you were small. 
I peer into its darkness, tear-wet 
and black as a dog’s eyes, 
and smile because you are not in there, 
of course you’re not,
you’re alive and well, tall and strong, 
a solid, eighteen-year-old fortress. 
But nestled 
on the satin pillow, the love you had for me 
is there, cold when I touch it. 

A silent hymn comes then 
of hushed retorts, my howling heart, the phantom 
screams of sturdy walls, falling, 
falling.

I love you
but you scare me. 
I’m afraid
your wounds 
will reach through
time and space
tear my wounds 
open
again.
You’re stacked on my
bookshelf
between you and you
just waiting—
for me to crack open
your chest,
understand which words
cover your skin,
which make your 
heart beat. 
I’m terrified
to begin 
again
wounds so fresh
you wouldn’t know
they’re 5, 11, 22 years old.  

The Funeral Parlor
Ann Hunley Trisler
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Northrup Falls
Tanner Cox
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The Corruption of the Lungs, 
     Consumed By Sadness
Kristen Castilon
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It
hits

You feel
it the second

it happens You’re
trying to hold on But

        you can feel yourself slipp
-ing You look around “Does

anyone notice?”You try to think
of something else But it pounds in-
side of you Your body can’t take it

anymore All your strength is gone You
grip your eyes closed Your last resort

You feel it seeping through You can’t st-
op it It’s building up You know its com
ing Knowing you’re about to lose You

brace yourself You swallow your pr
-ide And without control It falls

down your cheek

Slipping
Evan Hutcherson
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“I been sleepin’ for 40 days and 
I know I’m sleepin’ cause this dream’s too amazin’ 

She got gold doorknobs where her eyes used to be and 
One turn and I learned what it really means to see” 

… 
“Ah, it must be a lie 

bye, bye to the too good to be true kind of love” 
  

— 40 Day Dream by Edward Sharp and the Magnetic Zeros 
  

See also: “Sunday Candy” by Chance the Rapper; “Cocaine” and “Tears in 
Heaven” by Eric Clapton

 
63 
damn 
days 
and all I’ve got to show for it is some bad writing and some road rage 
my apartment is 10 degrees warmer but I’m 100 miles from being anything but 
frozen over 
  
I’m not bitter but I am conscious of my acid washed reality 
and that jaded doesn’t even begin to describe the way I feel 
about enigmas like you anymore 
  
I was playing house while you were getting out 
and all 63 days there was a sense of impermanence that I ascribed to myself 
when it was spray-painted across your chest 
  
It wasn’t anything but a 63 day dream 
that played out on my television screen 
and when I turn it on now all I see are half-watched episodes 
of all of the bullshit we should have done together 
  
You found intensity when you needed stability 
and I was predictable but I was not reliable 
and you were only useful with the lights off 
  

A 63-Day Dream
Madison Davis
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there was matter-of-factness but there was not acceptance 
but believe me, I have accepted that you were not 
interested in moving mountains 
only in tossing sheets 
  
and I was interested in constructing an empire unto myself 
because the common law of my humanity was incompatible with your 
blasé attitudes about the only things that colored the grayscale around me 
  
and if Chance came to church for the candy and the peppermint truth 
then I must have come to you for the view 
because there was no room in any of your church pews 
for someone who came without their shoes

you saw me as a heathen 
but I looked your gods in the face and screamed 
wash my feet
from the outside. where you put me

 
and there may always be 100 miles between me and anything that looks like 
warmth 
but that’s nothing compared to the thousands of miles I’m ready to put be-
tween me and you 
because I was looking for a lion in sheep’s clothing 
but what I found was a person disguised as a good time 
  
It was just a 63 day dream 
but I’m still paying rent 
and I haven’t bought milk since you left
because I never want to drink it again 

I never want any piece of you to graze my daydream skin
because I’m the one that leaves 
I’m the one with the prerogative of moving on 
of rambling towards something that I cannot articulate 

so don’t wave at me when you see me in the next life 
because I won’t know your name and it won’t be the same 
and you know what they say 
she don’t lie, she don’t lie, she don’t lie 
  
It was a 63 day dream but I was awake the whole time.
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He was exotic, just like my coffee.
He was wild, just like the animals in the Ranthambore National Park.
He was untrainable, he had his own agenda that he went by.

We touched for a second before realizing who we were.
He loved me for one thing, as I loved him for another.
Locking eyes, we scanned each others faces before I slowly departed from his  
 presence.
We did not want to fight - not today.
He had already spilled too much blood as it was.

“Just one more?” I whispered as I raised my camera for the evidence that I 
needed for my blog.
Snap.
Hiss. Growl.
Charge!
“Time to go,” the wildlife expedition driver said before reaching over and shut-
ting my door.

Wham!
We both locked eyes one last time.
I loved him for the thrill of the shoot.
He loved my for the bodysuit that I was wearing.
“Until next time,” I said as we drove off to our next location.

 
Sitting on his rock  
without a tail, 
having just escaped,  
perhaps, some cat’s  
flawed clawed attack,  
he rests like worry’s  
not for him, knowing  
no tail goes for good.  
Soon, he’s off,  
his loss all but forgotten, 
as I still wait and watch  
for the parts of me  
gone missing to 
grow back.

Vāgha
Roberta Hamm-Bhonsle
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I stop and rest against the light blue wall of the living room. The couple 
that I’m staying with is currently engaging in a lover’s quarrel, and I’d rather 
not intrude; I have been moving from room to room, trying to find the place 
where their shouts are faint, but they sure can shout, and they love to shout in 
every room of their tiny apartment. They’ve argued in the kitchen, the hall-
way, the office that I have taken a liking to staying in, the living room, but their 
favorite place to shout is in the bedroom. I constantly hear their arguments 
since the tiny office I like to stay in is across the hall from their room. Their 
current argument began shortly after he got home; he mumbled something 
about dinner as he passed by the office and tossed his coat at the chair that I 
was resting on. He slips into the back bedroom, unnoticed by her, and proceeds 
to buzz on about how she’s not going to be happy when she finds out. Finds out 
what? I thought, my curiosity getting the better of me. 

I really should leave, I thought. Where can I go, though? This is a strange 
place, and I’ve only ever seen the inside of this house. I have no one else. She 
storms past me, almost throwing me off the armrest. He’s hot on her heels. 
Great, I thought again. I’m not moving. She begins to furiously wash the dishes, 
throwing knives and forks and plates around like they’re nothing to her. She 
need to just leave those there for the rest of us to devour. We’ll clean them up 
for her, she doesn’t need to worry. She needs to get back to this argument, so I 
can see how it ends. 

He’s attempting to calm her down, I think, wait. No, they were fighting 
only a moment before. I must have missed something, was I even listening to 
them anymore? I can’t hear what he’s whispering to her. It’s very courteous of 
them to lower their voices in my presence. I quietly make my way to the kitch-
en counter and rest there to try to hear what they’re buzzing on about, some of 
it is sounds that I can understand, but I’m not sure.

***
He wrapped his arms around her waist tightly as she’s doing the dishes in 

his t-shirt and the shorts that she threw on after the little romp in the sheets 
they had once he got home. She looked beautiful doing silly tasks like this, and 
that’s why he loved her. He would do anything for her. He breathed in the 
smell of her shampoo as he whispered sweet nothings into her ear. 

She turned around to kiss him when she saw the little black mass on the 
countertop. She tells him to be still and quiet as she reaches up on the window-
sill for a long, bright, and thin pink piece of plastic. 

***
I’m still dumbfounded at the fact that these two were yelling and arguing 

earlier, after he got home. She’s reaching for something now. How nice of her 
to finally notice that I’ve been here for this whole argument. It’s a beautiful 

Off the Wall
Briana Smith
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piece of thing, although I’m not too sure what it is. I’m grateful for the gift. 
She’s bringing it to me so swiftly, I’m too stunned to move. 

Whack! Everything went dark. 
“Stupid fly,” the woman said. 

One would assume that Loneliness 
would prefer to creep in quietly
but her arrivals are untimely and obnoxious 
so they make her impossible to ignore.

Loneliness wakes me up at 4 a.m. by standing outside my front door
pounding her fists against the wood
and screaming out the names
of people who don’t talk to me anymore. 

This is never enough to satisfy Loneliness. She is a temptress 
who takes and takes and takes until there is nothing left for me to give
and I am not a confrontational person
so I don’t argue when Loneliness crawls into bed with me.

Today my roommate burst into my prison unexpectedly 
and sat on the foot of my bed to tell me about her day.
Loneliness was so startled by the sudden noise 
that she ran and hid in the darkest corner of my closet.

My roommate doesn’t know this, but in that sacred moment 
the curse loosened its hold  just long enough so that I could replace the 
 shattered lightbulb
and finally see the weapon that I’ve been in need of for so long
and now that I’ve seen it, I’m not scared of Loneliness anymore.

I have seen Hope, and Loneliness can’t compare to the simple beauty of Hope.
I have seen Hope, and Hope looks like my best friend
surprising me with lemon filled donuts 
just because she knows that yellow is my favorite color. 

I have heard Hope’s battle cry
and Hope sounds like my sisters voice on the phone
calling to tell me that she has found true happiness 
by adopting a blind cat named Walter. 

The Characteristics of Hope
Naomi Harmon
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Striving
Natalie Hughes

You can smell Hope gravitating closer to us
each time the wind blows
and Hope smells like a stack of laundry piled three feet high
because I finally found the motivation to conquer the Mount Everest of dirty  
 clothes.

Hope is a double edged sword
and when you sharpen her
she will throw sparks off of your darkest nights
and slice through the belly of your doubts.

I have seen Hope, and Hope is just over the horizon
descending in a hot air balloon with flowers in her hair and a song in her throat 
and Hope will be landing here soon
if you can just wait a little bit longer.

Now that I’ve seen Hope, I’m no longer the punchline that Loneliness carries 
in her pocket.
It has taken me twenty one years of trial and error
but at last I have tasted truth
and I am convinced that I don’t have to unlock the deadbolt for Loneliness. 
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Flowers
Madison Davis
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All the straight and crooked lines blend together with different colors. A blue 
canyon, a pink sun, and a red moon. A smile on someone else’s face that’s con-
tagious because her nose is wrinkled and her eyes squeeze so tightly shut that 
little tear droplets leak out the corners. Laughter bubbles up in the throat so 
strongly that air can’t make it to your lungs.

A soft fuzzy feeling in your chest like a two year old petting a bunny like it’s 
made of porcelain instead of flesh and fluff. It spreads like liquid sunlight, 
warming the blood and turning the rivers to gold. You close your eyes but can 
still see light through the cracks.

It’s not a frown or a smile, but the everlasting laughter of a soul. A blanket of 
mountains, stars, children, and God folding around your shoulders like your 
lover’s arms, and you can lay down to sleep with an empty mind full of light.

We breathe in, we breathe out. It overwhelms us. The spirit, the soul, the body, 
the eyes full of emotions, the mind full of heart, the blood vessels moving like 
jets through the clouds, the bones that grow in the tiny life inside your stom-
ach, the rivers that end and begin from nothing, the ocean surface rippled like 
thoughts, the endless sky of imagination, and the stars that are too many to 
number. We breath in, we breath out. We smile.

I sleep. I wake up, and there’s a bounding in my chest because of the light, be-
cause of my lover beside me, because of my God inside of me, because of life.

Joy
Christian Sexton
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Laughing at the Non-Existent
Kristen Castilon
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Verse 1
To my long lost best friend, I’m sorry for the silence.
I was holding out for conversation to be invited.
How was I to know you even cared about my words
When I was just a call away, but your muffled voice, I never heard.
You have found someone, and I don’t want to disrupt
Or give her the wrong impression, I don’t want to rekindle what was.
I just wish to know how life’s been because you’ve fallen off the map.
Your friends, they probably know, but I’m too ashamed to ask.

Hook 1
‘Cause they’d probably think I’m crazy for still caring like I do,
and second thought, after all this time, I’m starting to wonder that too.

Chorus
But I don’t miss you because one side of my bed has gotten cold,
And I don’t miss you because I still wonder what the future holds.
I miss you for reasons deeper than my words can express,
But maybe I’m just missing my best friend.

Verse 2
To my long lost best friend, I pray you return to seventeen,
Each time the radio plays the intro to “Springsteen.”
Sing it at the top of your lungs while nostalgia soaks your brain
In all the memories you thought the years had washed away.
If it makes you feel any better, know I don’t have to dig too deep,
‘cause with every step, I’m tripping over our roots and autumn leaves.
Like a date on an old photograph, you are the snapshot of my youth,
Your fresh face wearing a nervous smile perfectly captured my view.

Hook 2
But you’d probably think I’m crazy for still caring like I do.
Second thought, after all this time, I’m starting to wonder that too.

Chorus

Chorus

To My Long Lost Best Friend
Whitney Cunningham
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Laura liked to think she was honest with herself; it was everyone else she 
lied to. 

Lying had been a trait passed on by her late mother. “A little white lie 
ain’t going to hurt anyone,” Racheal Woodsworth told her daughter often in a 
hushed tone and with a playful flick of the wrist. No matter what the question 
or context or situation, anytime Laura questioned her mother when she caught 
her in a lie, this was the response. 

One morning, at breakfast, Laura’s father questioned her about what 
time she had come home. Her father was a balding plump man who rapped his 
fingers on the wooden table and stared with a stone expression when interro-
gating anyone, especially his sixteen-year-old daughter. 

“Oh, Jim, don’t worry about it. She came in right after ten, little after you 
went to bed,” Laura’s mother said as she poured herself coffee. “She might have 
been a few minutes over, but there’s no need to be smothering about it.”

Her father nodded without a word and went back to his breakfast of oat-
meal and orange juice. He never questioned his wife’s lies. It was a sign of both 
his total, almost slavish, trust in his wife, and her ability to lie so well that such 
a marriage could exist. 

Laura and Racheal then exchanged looks. Her mother winked over her 
coffee mug’s edge, a secret passing of the torch. It was after this that Laura 
twisted truth at will. She found herself lying even when there was no reason to 
do so, much like she suspected her mother did. 

“Can you believe they had Mountain Dew marked down to eighty-nine 
cents at this Mapco I stopped at?” she had asked her husband the day before 
his death, a complete lie. It had been the last thing she ever said to him. 

Laura sat at the wooden dinner table in her own kitchen now, staring at 
her hands. She moved them back and forth between palm and backhand. If one 
of her in-laws, who had come to visit her every day since Jeff’s funeral, asked 
what she was doing she would casually say looking at the wrinkles starting to 
form. A lie. She wasn’t really thinking of anything.

She sighed and put her hands down. A picture of Jeff Willington sat in 
the table’s center now, a new edition since he left the table forever, in a silver 
picture frame that had weaving vines engrained around the edges. He looked 
to the side in the photo, a sly smile on his bearded face. People asked her what 
he was looking at in the photo when she saw it. Laura lied and said she didn’t 
know, but the truth was a friend had taken the picture at the exact moment 
Laura flashed him in the park. 

“Laura?”
She looked up from her hands to see the head of her mother-in-law, 

The Grand Lie of Laura
Landon Wright
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Charlene, poking in from the living room. 
“Yes?” Laura replied.
Charlene smiled, her wrinkled face twisting in what looked like pain. 

This, along with the graying hair that lost any remaining blonde after her son’s 
death, made her look much older than the sixty years she was. “Are you okay? 
Saul and I were just wondering, you’ve been sitting in here by yourself for an 
awful long time.”

“No, no, I’m fine,” Laura said. “Honestly, I’m just not in the mood to 
watch television right now.”

Charlene took a breath and walked the rest of the way into the kitchen. 
She wore a black sweater today along with a pair of black pants. It was the 
middle of a hot summer. Even in a state of mourning, Laura wondered how her 
mother-in-law could stand walking around in full black in this sun. She also 
noticed how the clothes sagged on the older woman as she walked to the table, 
her red flats clicking against the titled floor. How much weight had she lost in 
such a short time?

Charlene pulled out a chair and sat down. It was time for her to ask the 
question she’d asked Laura every day since her husband slammed his Tahoe 
into a tree.  

“How are you doing?”
“I’m fine, thank you,” Laura said
Charlene reached over and patted Laura’s hands, now palm down on the 

table side-by-side. “It’s okay, you don’t have to talk to me about it now. Just 
remember that we’re here, both me and Saul. We’re here when you’re ready.”

Laura smiled and nodded. They stared at each other, both with their 
small, dry smiles. Another part of the new ritual, one that Laura did not grasp. 
She was unsure if communication was intended here, something unspoken. Or 
if the silence signified something greater. 

Charlene squeezed her hand twice and stood up. She tugged at the droop-
ing material of the sweater. A dry laugh that sounded more like a dry heave 
came out, which made the scene freakish. 

“I think it’s about time for me to get some new clothes,” Charlene said. 
“Why, I swear, seems like nothing fits me anymore. We should go shopping 
sometime, it’ll really help you get out of the clouds.”

“We definitely should,” Laura replied. “I’d love that,” she lied.
Charlene walked back into the living room, her shoes clopping on the 

floor again. It was even more obvious how much the clothes sagged from the 
back.   

Laura did something she liked to do after a lie as Charlene returned to 
the house’s living room: she told herself the truth. Being honest with herself 
was something she held to. The moment she got off the phone with Jeff for the 
last time, she mentally acknowledged that she did not see Mountain Dew for 
eighty-nine cents. She had, in fact, never seen it marked down that low.
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As much as she adapted and lived by her mother’s dishonesty, she refused 
to lie to herself. That undid her mother. 

“I have gained a little weight, but it’s not so much,” her mother had said 
one evening on the phone with a friend. Laura remembered looking at her with 
a frown as Racheal sat at the same table where the tradition of lies had passed 
between mother and daughter. “It’s like everyone has to be skinny, skinny, 
skinny, or they’re whales.”

Everyone worried about Racheal’s weight at that point, even her father, 
who himself was overweight and never cared much about fitness. But there she 
sat, Laura observed, having gained nearly seventy pounds in barely half a year 
and lying about its significance. The big difference was that Laura could see, as 
many others did, that her mother refused to be honest with herself. It was her 
grand lie. 

Laura picked up the picture of Jeff and slowly rubbed her thumb over his 
face. “I tried my best to lie the least to you,” she said. She wouldn’t be as self-re-
ligious now to pretend that she tried to never lie to him. Of course, she did and 
did often. However, she did her best to never lie a big lie to him. 

The first time they’d made love was in his dorm room, a double room 
that he had bought out when his roommate didn’t show. Even as a double, it 
felt tiny. Jeff kept the room cleaner than others she’d been in, but it was still a 
mess. Two plain wood desks were shoved in each corner of the room, one bare, 
and the other piled with papers, notebooks, and Jeff’s laptop. An overflowing 
hamper sat against the wall between them and under the room’s sole window. 
The marble floor had clearly not been swept or mopped in a long time. 

Laura rubbed his shaggy face then as they lay on the double sized mat-
tress sitting on the two bedframes Jeff had pushed together. He kept a well-
trimmed beard that complimented his face. It had made him handsome and 
off-put his then chubby physique. 

“Listen,” he said, swallowing and pushing her hand away. “Listen, I’ve got 
to tell you something.”

“What?” she asked, though she already knew.
“I’ve…uh,” he closed his eyes, took in a deep breath and exhaled before 

continuing, “okay, I want to be truthful with you here.”
“Yeah?”
There was a long pause where he said nothing and kept his eyes closed. 

“I’ve never had sex.”
She smiled. The mutual friend who introduced them had told her about 

Jeff’s virginity. 
“Really?” she said, forging ignorance. She could see in his face, and hear 

in his voice, that it had been a painful thing to admit. He was twenty-one then.
“Yes,” he replied and looked at her with wide, sad eyes. 
In his worst imagination, she thought, he must’ve thought she would 
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stand up, maybe with a cruel laugh, and walk right out of his half cleaned dorm 
room. A real fear showed on his face. 

“It’s okay,” she said, in the gentlest voice she could muster. “I’ve only slept 
with two guys.” 

Jeff’s smile justified the lie. The first lie, or at least the first she could re-
call, that she told her husband. Laura knew that he’d never believe she’d never 
slept with anyone. She was twenty then, not impossible, but implausible. She 
had also slept with one of their mutual friends who could have possibly told 
Jeff. No, it was safer to go with a smaller lie. She had been with four partners. 
Of course, she would not mention that she lost her virginity at sixteen, and two 
of those partners she had sex with regularly for over a year even after breaking 
up. Or that one those partners was a skinny theater girl with Arabic writing 
tattooed on her side. She doubted he would ask. Which he never did, not then, 
and not in two years of dating, or the follow-up of six years of marriage.

He breathed a sigh when she told him, relief in his eyes. Jeff would never 
say, probably no man would, but the lack of experience on her part was a bur-
den off his shoulders. 

They kissed. He was a decent kisser. He had girlfriends before, so that 
he managed some practice. Then they made love. It was timid and awful. He 
promised, after he’d came, with his forehead pressed against her chest bone 
that he’d get better if she gave him the time to do so. She did, and he fulfilled 
his promise well enough.

Laura had her face pressed against the photo now. She breathed a sigh, 
her breath fogging the picture. The fog slowly dissolved until her husband 
reappeared. 

She stood and walked into the living room. There her in-laws sat on the 
big white couch pushed up against the light blue wall, Charlene to the far right 
with her husband, Saul, to the left. The couple stared at the TV, looking bored 
and tired. 

Saul sat hunched over and wore a pair of cargo pants and a pea green 
T-shirt. He was almost bald with only a little patch of gray hair in a half ring 
around the back of his head remaining. His wrinkles were as deep as his wife’s, 
and three dark brown liver spots stood out on his head. Like Jeff, his father was 
a big man. Unlike Laura’s father, though, who only looked fat, they both grew 
well into their size. Saul didn’t look chubby or fat. There was a natural look to 
bulk. It was the same look Jeff grew into little by little after school.

Laura walked over to them with a smile. “Listen, I hope that you all don’t 
take this the wrong way, but would you mind leaving?”

Charlene sat up, her wrinkled brow somehow becoming even more a 
wrinkled mess. “Leave?”

Laura nodded. 
Saul looked up, examined her, and then nodded. “Yeah, dear, no       
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problem at all.”
Charlene shook her head and made a huff, “Leave? I don’t understand, do 

you really think…”
“Charl, come on,” he said, gesturing with his hand. “We’ve been here 

every dammed day since Jeffie died. She needs some space, that’s all. Let’s just 
give her a little bit of space.”

Her mother-in-law looked up at Laura. There was an expression there 
that Laura could not quite place: suspicion, disbelief, anger, disappointment? 
Whatever it was, it made obvious that Charlene did not like this request.

“Okay,” Charlene said, though her expression remained unchanged. “I 
understand, I guess.”

Saul stood first, walked over and patted Laura on the shoulder. He gave a 
small nod and weak smile. A good man of few words, she thought. 

Laura returned to the kitchen as her in-laws left through the house’s 
front door. She stood there, at the table and waited. After a few moments, she 
heard the muffled sound of their car starting and driving away. She continued 
standing there, in silence, with her arms crossed. 

She lifted up Jeff’s picture and looked at it. The story behind the picture 
made her smile, but the smile made her feel guilty. It was less a lie, and more 
an omission of a fact from anyone that she could not cry for her dead husband. 
Not a single tear since the police officer showed up at her door. Shock, certain-
ly. Sadness, yes. Tears, though, eluded her.

With her honesty of lies to herself, another had to surface. When Char-
lene, or anyone else, had asked if Laura was fine, it had not been a lie. She was 
fine. 

“Shouldn’t I be crying for you?” she asked the picture. 
It did not respond.
The marriage had been bumpy the last few years. Jeff had admitted to 

having an affair with his co-worker, Jessica, a dumb twenty-year-old with 
beach blonde hair and tits far too big for her tiny frame. It was something 
straight out of a cheesy porno. Laura chose to stay with him, though, after a 
short separation.

Why can’t you cry over this man? she thought to herself. Her internal 
voice raged the question at her. You loved him enough to stay after he fucked 
that whore. You lied to him, sure, but you lied only enough, not as much to 
others. 

She replaced the photo and grabbed her temples, rubbing hard while she 
thought about the man she had loved. The man she gave eight years of her life 
to. Where were the tears?

Then a picture of her mother formed in her head. 
It was her mother in the last year of her life. Her once rounded and cute 

face was huge. Everything was huge on her by then. She had gotten obese. Yet 
she screamed to anyone who tried to help, even screamed to those who didn’t 
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try, how she was fine. She screamed it harder and harder each day until her 
heart gave out to all that weight.

Tears began pouring out of her eyes then. They were not for Jeff. They 
were not for her mother. She cried because she now saw that her mother had 
passed on more than Laura realized that had kept her trapped in a marriage 
she really did not want, and with a man she really didn’t care enough about to 
even mourn after his death.

She put her hands to her eyes and sobbed. 
“Oh, Mom,” she whispered. “Oh Mom, oh mom,” she repeated now that 

she saw her own grand lie.

I hope you’re happy, but      You hope my heart falls out.
You fail to feel,      I fail to see through your lies.
I’m caught in catacombs,      You cause my insecurities.
You like to lie,      I’m lynched by your deceit.

We won’t last long,      Our world, it wants to burn.

I want this war to be over,      You want to wound.
You think I overreact,      I think I’m tired of this life.
I sense your stare on me,      You scream obscenities.
You demand attention,      I dare to disobey.

We slip further away,      Our ship begins to sink.

I start to lose interest in life,      You laugh at my apathy.
You’re great at passing guilt,      I grieve at your cruelty.
I broke the bed with my jaw, because      You broke my jaw.
You’ve done the damage,      I drown my dreams.

We died that day,      Our desire wasn’t enough.

Red to Black
John Wayne
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Hey you. Look at me.

I know you’re looking at me now,
but really, really look at me.

Use your magnifying glass eyes
to really look at my mistakes.

Use your x-ray vision
to see right through me.

Use the lasers in your eyes
to remove my very essence.

Use your surgical instrument hands
to pick at my body.

Use your word processor brain to
place me where you see fit.

I want you to read me like
one of your French poems.

I want you to read me
until you can’t read me anymore.

I want you to really look at me
and tell me everything you think.

Hey you. Look at me.

And if you don’t like what you see,
then move on to the next one.

You might have better luck.

Look at Me
Austin Cross

Relationships
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Endless… a sea of colorful, bottled liquids promising courage, energy, and 
zero calories, while others apparently make cows happy. My favorite liquid 
promises a whole lot of energy to make my head run dizzy with beans of dark 
indulgences. My face crumples into a deep frown as my eyes scan the shelves, 
desperate to light on that one creamy brown bottle with delectable contents 
that my soul craves and my addiction demands. They don’t have it. Shit. A 
whole damn wall of choices and they don’t have it! I stare at the mundane 
selection in front of me… Cherry Fanta it is.

Walking up to the filthy counter covered in lottery stickers with edges 
rolled up on themselves, I size up the large woman behind it. She’s engrossed 
in a paperback with a handsome swashbuckler grasping a beautiful blonde 
damsel against his unnaturally built chest on the cover. The cashier’s long, 
sparkly blue nails click rhythmically on the dingy counter as the nails of her 
other hand press the pages of the book down, one fat finger tracing each line 
so she doesn’t lose her place… probably one of the sex scenes. The strong smell 
of cigarette smoke wafts out of each spiraled kink of her hair every time she 
scrunches those sparkly claws into the top. I try not to make eye contact with 
her as I set my bright red bottle on top of one particularly nasty, curled sticker. 
I stare at the tilted bottle in silence as the sound of her nail scratches along 
the paper, and I feel my fury building. Click, click, click… scratch. I hate this 
woman. She reminds of the crazy aunt everyone has; crazy Aunt Sue that has 
no children because she wants to travel the world, except the only the traveling 
she does is to the local liquor store.

I pop my bubble gum bubble loudly and scoot the bottle a little closer to 
her as I look down at my watch. With great struggle, her green-smeared eyelids 
lift, revealing her tired soul, and she huffs. “This all, youngin’?”

I nod, reaching into the pocket of my jeans to pull out the wad of cash I’d 
stuffed into it earlier. Wad of cash… where are you wad of cash? Shit, shit, shit. 
My mind rushes back to the IHOP I’d spent the better part of an hour at this 
morning scarfing down endless blueberry pancakes. Oh, they were so good. My 
fingertips touch the stitched bottom of the pocket.

Damnit.
“Two seventy three,” she spats out before looking back down at her book. 

I stare at the top of her smelly, kinky head for what I feel is pretty close to 
a minute while I contemplate bolting with my prize, ‘cuz I need this sugar. 
I won’t make it without something. Her tired eyes leave the pages and meet 
mine with annoyance, “Two seventy three, girl.” Ok, yeah I gotta bolt.

The Scapegoat
Kristen Reid
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“I want a pack of cigarettes too, and hell, one of those lottery tickets.”
The woman squints her eyes but nods and gives me my items, “I.D.”
Well shit. “You know, I don’t, I don’t really need the cigarettes.” I grab 

two Snickers sitting at the side; “I will take these though.” I smile my sweetest 
smile as my heart pounds.

“Okay… seven twenty six.”
I reach down into the pocket of Reg’s Army jacket and feel the crumpled 

receipt from IHOP as we stare at each other across the counter. She starts to 
sit up as if she knows something’s fishy, so I jam the receipt into her pudgy, 
blue-tipped fingers, grab the bottle, ticket, and candy off the counter in one 
smooth move, and race for the door; a happy, tinkling bell over the door fol-
lows me in my wake as the screech of chair legs scrapes the floor.

“What the hell? Hey! Thief! You damn thief!” The fat woman has unnat-
ural speed as I hear that same happy tinkling again from behind me. I race to 
the car and fling everything through the open window in fear that crazy Aunt 
Sue is hot on my heels, book still clutched in those gaudy, blue claws. My ass 
slides into the stained seat awkwardly as I jab and work at the ignition with 
the screwdriver until I hear the engine turn over. Gravel churns in protest as I 
slam my foot on the pedal; the billowing of dusty smoke is the last part of me 
that will be left in this hillbilly hell.

The bright headlights in the dark night reflect blinding green signs back 
at me as I race down the interstate. Chugging down the stolen Fanta, I glance 
over at the green digital dots on the dash as the burning fizz courses down my 
throat… 4:00 am glares back at me. I crank up the radio as loud as I can get it 
while “Should I Stay or Should I Go” drowns it all out. Funny that that song 
would be playing after everything that’s happened… Oh, Reg. I’m so sorry! As 
the music pounds away, I begin looking for a place to ditch this sand-colored 
monstrosity of a getaway car. An ‘85 Chevette will surely stand out and, with 
Aunt Sue raising so much hell back there, all the cops will be on the look-out 
for me even more than they were before. As the song ends in a last beat, I take 
exit 215, and follow the road past the requisite fast food chains, gas stations 
heralding ridiculous gas prices, and a now-darkened CVS. I pull over in the 
store’s lot hoping that I’ll be directed by some unseen force to a safe place. I 
laugh loudly at that thought, and it startles me. A safe place is a nice hotel bed 
with soft, clean covers, a steaming hot shower with citrus-scented shampoo, 
and complimentary coffee warming by the sink. My empty pockets argue with 
my desire for that safe place, so I drive on.

A small town takes shape out of the predawn darkness, and I smile 
conspiratorially as I take in the ramshackle trailer parks, sagging confederate 
flags hanging in windows for curtains, and pink flamingo yard art; hillbilly hell 
numero dos, yes, but the perfect place to ditch this shit-wagon. I spot an old 
furniture factory a couple miles down, and park behind it just as the first rays 
of dawn color the sky the same shade as my cherry Fanta. Sitting in the silence, 
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I grab one of the Snickers and tear into it with abandon; my stomach doing a 
fine impression of a mating whale call as I chew happily at the chocolatey, cara-
mel sweetness. I curl deeper into the Army jacket as I think back over the past 
few days. I’m in trouble, but I’ve got a plan. Stuffing the uneaten Snickers and 
lottery ticket into one pocket and the hair dye box into the other pocket of the 
jacket, I smile and drift off dreaming of fluffy, blueberry pancakes and Aunt 
Sue’s sparkly nails.  

Warm, bright sunshine and overly perky birds wake me a couple of hours 
later and my first thoughts begin to take shape: Okay, Margot, okay… this can 
work. The jacket is a dead give-away, so you gotta toss it. You’ve got the hair 
dye, but you need new clothes, and you gotta scrounge for change for some 
food, maybe get enough to get a bus ticket… money. Shit. Can’t parade as a 
prostitute in Bobby Joe’s backyard, as much as you need some cash.

I look around quickly, taking in the empty streets around the old, run-
down factory I’ve chosen as my hold-up. I gotta pee, bad! Stepping from the 
car silently, I quickly run to a large bush beside the building, peel my jeans 
down, squat, and smile. In sheer delight of the release, I close my eyes and hum 
“Should I Stay or Should I Go.” As the last drops drip to the ground, I open 
my eyes and… a goat. A fucking goat is standing not more than 2 feet from me, 
staring at me quizzically as it chews, churning its yellow teeth in a circle. As I 
stand to pull up my pants, the damn thing stomps at me and shakes its scruffy 
head. “Hey, Black Phillip, get the fuck out of here!” I don’t have time for this, 
so I start to move real careful away from him, but he starts pawing at the 
ground like he’s going to take me down. I can make it past cops and a fat, spark-
ly cashier, but a damn goat’s gonna take me out? That’s the equivalent of dying 
on the toilet. Come on, Margot… ovary-up. I reach into my jacket and toss my 
Snickers at him… goats eat anything, right? Nope. He’s staring at something at 
my feet; the lottery ticket. Before I can grab for it, the bastard lunges forward, 
snatching it away. The goat bleats at me joyfully, as I watch him chew the wad-
ded paper of foolish, hopeful fortune.

“Dammit, you little bastard! I hope you choke on it!” I holler as I walk 
back to the car.  

A woman is leaning against it watching me closely with a hint of a smile 
on her lips. 

“Ever’thing ok, miss?” I suck in my breath as I stare at my doppelgänger: 
long, platinum blonde hair, startling blue eyes, thin build, full lips. 

“Oh, yeah, yeah, I just… um, I was having some trouble with that bastard… 
that goat there. I gave him my Snickers and he chose my lottery ticket…” I 
laugh a shrill, strangled laugh as I hear the insanity of my words and see the 
look on her face. She just stands there, arms crossed, chewing at her gum like 
that goat was chewing at my ticket. The laugh begins to build again. “Sorry, I 
need a phone. Know where I can get one?”

The woman uncrosses her arms, “That’s Gleda… she’s a real spitfire.” I 
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raise an eyebrow questioningly at her, and she stiffens her face, “The goat? 
It’s a ‘her’ and her name is Gleda. Where’d you come from, may I ask? You just 
hangin’ round my pa’s old building?” 

The goat has a name. “My car broke down,” I offer as I point to the 
shit-wagon behind her. “Your pa’s old building is as far as I could get it before it 
crapped out.” I laugh a little too loud and look around for Gleda. 

“Come on, I’ll get ya the phone.” Good job, Margot. Who you callin’ sweet-
ie? Not Reg. Can’t ever call him again.

Once inside the musty building, we head inside an office with a buzzing 
fluorescent light casting a sickly blue over its contents. Old cabinets with files 
stuffed into them and a lovely, ornate roll-top desk with a bent, metal chair 
are its only furnishings. She clears her throat and points to the phone hanging 
from the wall by a grimy window. Leaning against the door frame, she watches 
as I pick up the handle and dial. What number?  I smile at her stiffly, watching 
as she chews that gum round and round and round… Gleda the goat. I begin to 
wonder if the inbreeding of this backwoods county craphole perhaps birthed 
Demon Spawn. The goat doesn’t fall far from the proverbial tree. 

I have to dial something. THE LOTTERY NUMBERS! I quickly dial in 
543678 and add a 0 for the seventh digit. As the phone rings, I pray that no 
one picks up, but the ring goes silent and a lively voice says, “¿Hola? ¿Quién es 
este?” Perfect.

“Hey… Sue…” I say, dragging out those two words. Missy-with-the-goat-
named-Gleda turns away to stand in the hall as I ramble on about how much 
I miss the family and what I’ve been up to.  I ignore the rapid Spanish replies 
from the poor woman on the other end of the line, and instead focus on the 
plan that began formulating in my mind the minute I saw my hillbilly dop-
pelgänger leaning on the car. Leaning forward to see if she’s near, I reach into 
the inside pocket of the Army jacket and pull out the leather wallet. I run my 
fingers over its familiar smoothness and bring it to my nose to smell his scent. 
As the anxious chatter on the other end begins to raise to new levels, I call out 
to Gleda the Goat’s mother, “Where are we? So I can tell Sue, here, where to 
get me.”

“Greeley, Kentucky.” She points to the exit of the factory, signaling that 
she’ll be out there waiting for me. I nod enthusiastically, and return to “Sue” to 
tell her I’ll see her soon. After I hang up, I quickly make a search of the office to 
see where best to stash the wallet. I decide on the beautiful, neglected roll-top. 
Perfect!

Outside, I find her leaning again on the car with Gleda beside her, ticket 
long gone. I smile sweetly as I walk to her. “Thank you for your help. Good 
ole’ Sue’s going to pick me up at a gas station in town. Can you point me to the 
nearest one? I’m sure she’ll start there anyway.” Once again, I can’t believe how 
much we resemble each other, and I smile down at Gleda and wink.

She points me into town, and I walk away without looking back. I find the 
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gas station easily and go inside, trying to remain inconspicuous. The guy be-
hind this counter is fixated on the small, black and white, static-y TV hanging 
from the wall, so I slip into the bathroom for my great hair makeover.

Once the dirty job is complete, I stand in front of the mirror, hands grip-
ping the white ceramic sides tightly as I stare at the foreign, dark black strands 
framing my unfamiliar face. It looks horrible, and I hate it. I thought people on 
the run were supposed to look hot, like they always do in the movies. With a 
huff, I knot my hair into a low bun and head out of the bathroom.

The man’s glazed eyes continue to stare at the TV, oblivious of my pres-
ence. Lottery numbers are being called out as my mind goes back to Gleda. The 
static screeches out the beginning of the numbers: 54367… Ain’t that a bitch.

“Hey, Mister. You got a phone?” I ask the man. He never looks at me… 
just nods and points outside. I look up at the little tinkling bell above the door 
as I open it and step outside. 

The old phone booth is right where he pointed; I take the phone from 
its receiver and calmly push 9-1-1. I steady my breathing and speak into the 
phone. “I need to report a sighting of the woman who’s wanted for the murder 
of Reginald Harley in Georgia. She’s in Greeley, Kentucky. Yes, that’s right. 
Kentucky. There’s an old furniture factory there, and it’s my understanding 
that her father owns it. Yes, I’m quite sure. She fits the description. Yes. Yes. 
Ok, thank you, sir.”

I hang up the phone and make my way back to the shit-wagon parked at 
the factory without being seen by Missy or Gleda and toss Reg’s jacket inside 
the open window. I smile that sweet smile and hum “Should I Stay or Should I 
Go” as I make my way out of Greeley, Kentucky.
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Stare
Christian Sexton

The first thing I want to do is call my sister. But I don’t. I just stare at the 
picture. 

My stomach rises up to my throat, and then it drops down to my feet 
and drags everything else along with it. But I don’t feel like crying. The pain 
isn’t anything new. I’m just a little bit more aware of it than I had been a few 
moments before. 

Sometimes I think I have days when I don’t think about him.  
But I don’t think that’s true. 
We were supposed to get married, this little voice in my head whispers. It 

was supposed to be us. 
But it’s not. 
Those words reverberate through my mind. 
It’s not. It’s not. It’s not. 
So it was her birthday today. They traveled. They drank. They kissed. 

They took this adorable little picture that all of their friends liked and com-
mented on and sang the praises of young love, happiness, and a new life. 

I’ve never met her. I bet she’s bubbly and kind and always smiles, just like 
in her pictures. I bet me and her would become good friends. 

Him? I can’t stand him. We always argue and can’t find a thing in com-
mon and never hang out anymore because we’re not really friends because I 
care way too much about everything in his life, and it’s annoying to both of us, 
and he doesn’t get it and I get so angry at him because of it. 

I take in a deep breath, and I like the picture. I comment some basic little 
congratulatory phrase that she probably won’t even read. 

My insides have settled back into their places. They should. It’s been a 
couple of years. I’m not going to tell anyone about this. No one knows but my 
siblings, but they’re not going to find out either. 

“Ya know, pain is really good for your writing,” Jay had said. I can remem-
ber his lips smacking from that gum.  

“But I don’t even want to like him. I want someone else. Someone better. 
I can’t even figure out why I would like him.” 

“I’m telling you, it’s for your writing. You’d always wanted a good writing 
career. You know how David only wrote Psalms when he was in trouble? People 
don’t really write when everything’s good. And even then, it’s not like it’s good.” 

I hadn’t known how to explain myself. I wasn’t like that. I thought I 
always wrote the same. Good days. Bad days. All those little days in between 
that I can’t even remember. My art wasn’t affected by my emotions because I 
portrayed the world onto my art. Not myself. 
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Is that bad? 
“I’m not the same as David,” I had finally said. 
“But it’s the Bible,” he’d whined. “Go ahead and try to write a poem 

or something.” Jay had grinned at me. I could see the massive wad of gum 
squashed between his teeth. “I bet it will be your best one. Everyone will love 
it, and you’ll feel better. Just like David.” 

That was the last time I’d talked to my little brother about this. Part of 
me wanted to think that he’d understand one day, but the other part of me 
hoped that he never did. 

Besides, he’s just a kid. 
Macy’s more understanding, her and her stitched up, scarred little heart. 

Social media was probably just a scrapbook of bad memories for her. We 
used to listen to each other complain, and then I realized it was complaining. 
Useless, miserable, futile complaining. It did more harm than good. And it was 
annoying, like we were trying to comfort each other while also competing for 
who was most miserable. 

I still listen to her, but I’d resolved that I’d never complain to her again. 
I’d never complain to anyone again. I think putting sadness out there only 
makes it grow.  

I was going to keep mine inside. I was going to swallow it and make it 
disappear. 

But it’s been years. 
I know about how he used to like me. I know about how he tried to pres-

sure me into confessing it because he was too scared to say anything first. I 
know about how he used to talk about me, how he always set girls up with the 
people that I might have dated so I’d never end up with them, how he tried 
to try to date other people to get over me because he was convinced he wasn’t 
good enough. 

But I was resolved not to like him. 
And I wanted him to say something first, to like me so much that he had 

to confront me, maybe not even say anything but just kiss me. I wanted him to 
fight for me. I wanted a reason to like him, besides just knowing that I wanted 
to be with him and he wanted to be with me. 

I remember his stares. 
I always thought we were soulmates, that somehow, we would end up 

together. 
I’m looking at other pictures, at other happy couples, at beautiful single 

people, and I don’t really care. I’ve never really cared about being with anyone 
but him. 

But we’ve never even dated. We’ve never even held hands. We’ve never 
done anything but stare at each other from across the room. 
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He looked so happy in that picture. 
I wonder if he’s really happy, if he really feels the way that he talks, the 

way that he looks in this picture where he’s staring at her. 
Because he still stares at me. 
I’d better write a bestseller. And it’d better be better than any Rowling, 

Twain, or Tolkien. 

Eyes are Bigger
Miranda Royse
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Never in my life had I felt so uncomfortable in a movie theater. It wasn’t 
the lumpy seats or the rigid armrests or the knowledge that I was being finan-
cially gouged for a bucket of popcorn drenched in artery-clogging butter. I was 
too nervous to pay much mind to where I was sitting or what my arms were 
resting on, and, as an unemployed high school student, my mom was footing 
the bill. She was there beside me, which was unusual for a cinema visit at the 
age of fifteen. Normally I would go see a movie with friends, but not this time. 
The movie I was about to see, which was the source of my discomfort, was far 
too embarrassing and personal for me to invite friends to see. How did I know 
that a movie I had never seen was going to hit so painfully close to home? 
Because it was about the part of myself that I had worked most of my life to 
dodge, forget, and bury, and I was only fifteen to twenty minutes of previews 
away from confronting it on a gigantic screen while audio blasted at me from 
all sides. Though the previews lasted roughly that long, it felt like the shortest 
run I had ever witnessed. 

Then the movie began. In the opening scene, the protagonist delivers a 
speech to a crowd of thousands of people. It’s not just any speech, and he’s not 
just any man, but in spite of the high stakes he’s messing up royally. The speech 
is the closing statement for the British Empire Exhibition at Wembley Stadium 
in 1925, and the man is Prince Albert, Duke of York, the second son of King 
George V. He’s trying so hard to get the words out, but he’s blocked by some-
thing inside him, his problem that is the same as mine.

He stutters. 
I flushed with embarrassment at his struggle. I’ve never stuttered that 

severely in my life, nor have I experienced difficulty with public speaking. 
I’ve certainly never known the pressure of being a public figure, of trying to 
build the confidence of an entire nation. I can read aloud and give prepared or 
semi-prepared statements without trouble; it’s impromptu conversation, par-
ticularly with my parents, where I fall short. But as different as our struggles 
and our circumstances are, what we feel is just the same. As the camera panned 
from his face to the crowd to a first-person viewpoint of his microphone, I 
could feel the hurt, shame, and humiliation he felt. 

My thoughts swirled in an irrational blur as the scene lasted an uncom-
fortably long time. I felt as if there were a spotlight directly on me. The looks 
of pity in the eyes of the prince’s onscreen audience didn’t help. You’re being 
so obvious, freaking out over a damn movie scene. Now people know that you 
stutter. Nonsense. The only one in the room who knew that I stuttered was my 
mom. What if she feels sorry for me? I can’t let her see that this bothers me. 
It’d be too embarrassing. I held back tears, and finally the scene ended. 

A Girl’s Speech
Shannon Buford
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Why did I even come to see this movie? Because I felt as much attrac-
tion to the idea of a movie about a stutterer as I did revulsion. Besides, I loved 
historical dramas. If I could remain calm, I would probably enjoy the movie 
immensely. 

My speech therapist had been the one to tell me about The King’s Speech 
in the first place. She told me it was about a former British king and his ex-
periences in speech therapy, a premise so odd it could only be based in truth, 
which it was. Despite being intrigued, a part of me wondered if recommending 
the movie to me was some lame attempt to give me a role model or at least 
hope for the future. Even in elementary school, speech therapists had exposed 
me to The Stuttering Foundation’s list of famous people who stuttered, as if 
I needed the knowledge that Marilyn Monroe, James Earl Jones, and Lewis 
Carroll couldn’t talk worth a shit either to believe in myself. I was a child. I did 
not need reassurance, I already felt like I could do anything. Hell, I’m twen-
ty-one years old and I still feel like that much of the time. Nothing about being 
a stutterer prevents me from believing in myself.

I don’t mind that I stutter, but I do mind 1) how other people sometimes 
react to it, and 2) the idea of addressing it in front of other people. Hating 
number two probably comes as a result of hating number one, and the best ex-
ample lies with my interactions with my parents. In spite of my having a very 
close and positive relationship with both of them, conflict sometimes arises 
among us when I stutter. My dad in particular feels not only deeply saddened 
by my speech impediment but somehow personally responsible for it. My stut-
tering repels him: He calls it “weird,” because I’m a woman who stutters, and 
there are statistically far fewer female stutterers than male. He worries that I 
will struggle to find employment because of my stutter, despite the fact that 
I’ve held a job for nearly four years now. No one knows what causes stuttering, 
though scientists suspect that certain genes may be the culprits; in this way, 
maybe my dad did cause me to stutter, but even so, it’s unreasonable for him to 
feel responsible. My mom wishes I did not stutter, but she’s largely accepting 
of it and fortunately doesn’t blame herself. 

They both get annoyed by the sound of it, though, and sometimes one 
or both of them (usually my dad) yells at me. My stuttering grows significant-
ly more severe and more frequent around them, and I don’t think it takes a 
genius to realize that that’s because my fear of their reactions makes me tense. 
My dad screaming things at me like, “Stop!”, “Shut the fuck up,” “Don’t talk 
to me,” and “Why can’t you just be normal?!” can, in only a moment, take my 
stuttering from something that I see as merely one of many characteristics of 
mine to something that I see as bizarre and grotesque and the only thing about 
me that exists.

In The King’s Speech, I saw another person—someone who really existed 
once upon a time not so long ago—whose dad yelled at them and shamed them 
for his stuttering and never believed he could do his job (in Prince Albert or 
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Her indicters claim the skirt
of her dress was indecently short.
She should have known better
than to wear such a scandalous dress.
So, it had to be her fault
for boldly revealing too much skin.

“How could he be expected to resist that much skin
out on display?” Such excuses are used to skirt
The truth of who is really at fault.
Her accusers keep their epithets short
as they proclaim her a whore and dress
her down to make themselves feel better.

Her defenders try to make it better
but there is little they can do. Her skin
has become a public commodity. The dress
is now part of a national debate about skirt?
Lengths and what is or is not too short,
and how that matters or determines fault.

Her life is now balanced on the fault
line of who looks better
in the court of public opinion. A short
trial that peels her tender skin
from her bones. Like the skirt
peeled from her body. The wounds too deep to dress

in simple gauze and tape. How could a dress
Make the difference between innocence and guilt? 
They proclaim her fault
Before she can refute it. No way to skirt
The truth they’ve declared. His truth must be better.
After all, there are no marks on his skin
and her protests came too soft and short.

King George or Bertie’s case, running an entire country). I also saw someone 
who overcame that and didn’t let anyone shut him up. Maybe I even found the 
“role model” I never knew I needed.

The Skirt
Lalonie McCarter
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Their encounter was violent and short.
and now she is forced to address
Those who censure her while his mark festers beneath her skin.
She worries that they are right, and it was somehow her fault
For not knowing what they all say she should have. 
For not knowing better
Than to wear a dress with so brief a skirt.

Her fall was short, and the line of fault
Distorted. She just wore a dress but should have known better.
When it comes to revealing skin, a skirt is never just a skirt.
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It can creep up on you
Like a snake ready to attack its prey.
It can reveal itself to you
In a room full of testosterone.
 
It is a freedom cry
That only you know the sound of.
It is a slithering thirst for knowledge
That only you know how to quench.
 
Skin ready to be shed,
Leaving you gasping for air.
Ah! The beauty of womanhood.

Strītva
Roberta Hamm-Bhonsle

“The news means the bad news.” “If it bleeds, it leads.” These slogans do 
unfortunately seem to be an accurate description of much reporting. So I was 
amazed and pleased to read a reputable paper telling of astoundingly wonder-
ful happenings.
    The local section contained such headlines as the following. “Rich, Poor, and 
Middle Classes Agree on Plan to Eliminate Homelessness.” “Ministers Preach 
Sermons Praising Each other’s churches.” “Mayor and Council Have Harmoni-
ous Discussion of Tax Legislation.”
    Other developments were similarly encouraging. On the state level, I read 
“Governor and Legislature Establish World-Class School System.” In Wash-
ington, “Environmentalists, from All Political Parties, Form Ecological Coali-
tion.” Internationally I saw “Peace Achieved in Middle East”; “United Nations 
completes Universal Nuclear Disarmament”; “Improved Agriculture Expected 
to End World Hunger Soon.”
    I decided to preserve this momentous specimen of journalism. I checked the 
date. It was April the First.

CURRENT EVENTS
Graham Kash
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FUUS
Rebecca Franey
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“Heresy. Heresy.” Cried softly in the streets
The blackened burning smoke smells sickly sweet.
“Tear down the monuments! All that is old is new!”
Iconoclasm set rumbling as each fall from the blue
“Heaven’s devastation now is at hand!
Earth shall be man’s only land!
Pleasure our singular pursuit
Sack these fat cites of any loot,
Empty our storehouses of what is laid up,
Split equal ways, each one gets a cut,”
Let the old warriors die in their beds
Lying, silent, not deserved to be fed.
“Fear no person’s judgement, death to the soothsayers,
Philosophers, and politicians, let their comfort be tears
Of fabric within abandoned temples of praise
Sledgehammers to the places where holy men lay
Until the world is ash and we are its kings.
We will not fear what sunrise brings.”

“We acknowledge that it is a thing yet we
deny its validity because,
by accepting its validity, we accepted a
foreign truth that tests all the fruit
we have been fed our whole lives,
therefore causing us to either have 
to cut down the tree or
to keep eating from it.”
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Acknowledge
Camille Cauthen
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Outside third floor walk-up, stairs
harbor gunman, his gaze combs
aluminum roofs: there, man who dies.

Overture chambers open, chorus of
sonic shocks interrupt beats, heads jolt
towards conductor on stair pedestal.

I’m cemented to sleepy
concrete, lazy feet no upward
movement away from killer who

enables civil war. People lined
up flea via parking lot, away
mini booms haunt

echoes in skull
“that doesn’t
concern us.”

Line That Feels Bett
er

T
h

om
as C

ox

The jig is up
across the world 
grandma has gotten sick 
projects are almost due 
we’re late for what
we now cannot
undo

and now we find 
near deadline 
lacking time
so needing more
to focus us for what 
we had no time 
before.

No Time
Geoffrey Pippin
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Marrakech Palace
Briana Smith
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Wake from death, and return to life. These words on top of a newspaper 
stand caught her eye as she walked worriedly through automatic sliding doors 
and into Fresco, a local twenty-four hour grocery store. Although not very 
widespread outside of Kyoto, it was beloved enough within the Kansai region 
for its late night reliability. It was almost the middle of August, and the days 
were humid and hot but the nights were bearable and cool. But the weather 
wasn’t what made her anxious; the Obon Festival was fast approaching. Every 
year more dread gathered within her as her experiences with spirits numbered 
higher. The gas splash of cold air conditioning was always a relief though, even 
if it was late at night. Grabbing a basket in one hand and newspaper copy in the 
other, Arisa stared for a long moment at the front page before her.

 “起死回生” stood out in the headline, and the ecstatic politician pictured 
below it smiled at the camera. His previously unsuccessful reforms had finally 
come to fruition in the last week and now his return into the positive limelight 
was being celebrated. The sudden approval of the reforms was a real miracle, 
and his image was now held in such high regard that even the idiom in the 
headline indicated he had made it back from a desperate situation in one deci-
sive burst. But it wasn’t his political smile that snagged her attention; instead, 
she looked for a long time at the four character lexeme, entranced by one kanji 
in particular.

The second one, 死, meaning death, stirred her thoughts as they raced 
haphazardly after she dropped the newspaper back down on the rack. She 
thought not so much about dying or the process of it but rather the dead them-
selves. The Bon Festival was just around the corner; celebrations for familial 
ancestors were about to be taking place all over the streets and inside homes. 
Orange paper lanterns were already adorning the outside walls of businesses 
and houses. 

Arisa had always been cursed with a curious personality. When she had 
just started elementary school, the first thing she had done with a newly 
bought bike was explore the maze of streets that made up her neighborhood. 
There was joy found in filling in a mental map of her hometown. It took several 
years for her to exhaust not only every street nearby, but of the entire city; she 
went at the pace of wayward detours on her daily way home. Since she biked, 
the only fuel she used was her stamina; longer, more burdensome school days 
soon meant shorter rides. She was always looking for something to sate her 
curiosity, and venturing out into streets unknown gave her exactly what she 
wanted.

She thought back to one of her favorite poems, a death poem written 
by the haiku poet Chiri mere minutes before she passed away. Chiri had only 
been sixteen when she died and Arisa remembered with a shiver that her death 

Obon no Yōkai
Andrew Hinman
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was exactly a century ago. Death at such a young age was a tragedy but Arisa 
considered the work from her short lifetime amazing. Especially since it stuck 
with someone a hundred years later; it floated back to the front of her mind 
every now and then. Tracing her fingers along the rows of bagged sweets and 
chips, she muttered quietly to herself the three lines.

“Bon wa itsu made, tsuzuku koto yara, takatoro.”
In her final moments, Chiri had merely wondered how much longer the 

paper lanterns of the Bon Festival would be lit up after the festival itself had 
ended. Innocent and questioning, this was how she had entered the afterlife. 

Arisa checked again to make sure no one had heard her whispering, even 
though she knew she was alone in the back aisles of the store. She leaned 
around a corner, glancing at the front. The part timers were waiting by the 
front cash registers, chatting quietly. They seemed politely indifferent to her 
rummaging around the aisles, and one of them was a girl her age. The bottom 
half of her face was covered by a white facemask; her expressions remained a 
mystery as long as she kept her eyes glazed over. Leaning back in, she grabbed 
a couple bags of takoyaki-flavored Calbee chips, as well as some fruits and 
vegetables from the refrigerated section. Her mom had given her two thousand 
yen to grab some eggplants, cabbages, and tomatoes. She made sure not to miss 
anything. Her mom wanted the change back as well, much to Arisa’s disap-
pointment. 

Further back, past columns of Suntory Highballs and Asahi beer cans, was 
the frozen section. The matcha green swirls of ice cream tempted her greatly. 
She feared if it wasn’t for the glass door between them, she would  snatch one 
away without hesitation. But the barrier gave her a moment to rationalize; 
she knew the dessert wouldn’t get her through the long lectures on Japanese 
history and literature scattered throughout the rest of the week. She turned 
away, nearing the check out lane, and a black and yellow box of miniature 
Black Thunder chocolate bars tantalized her. She discreetly grabbed a handful, 
making sure the cashier wasn’t judging her. The part timer with the facemask 
had moved towards the back, double-checking and restacking the aisles. It was 
just her and the cashier now. He was a stumbling, middle aged gentleman, and 
he kept up the polite mannerisms and speech despite the difference in their 
age. He had no hair on his head, and his breath smelled like dried squid. Natu-
rally, neither of them said a word extra, only nodding at the price display and 
thanking one another for their hard work.

After bagging her items, she was out of Fresco and back on the street. She 
stuffed the plastic bags in the metal cart on the front of her bike, snugly fitting 
them in with her backpack. She pushed the bike a little further down the side-
walk, soon finding herself staring at the white, frozen symbol of a man in the 
crosslight for the main road.

Past the crosswalk, Yokai Dori was waiting, the long and narrow street 
rich with tall tales of monsters and ghosts. Statues lined the side road, depict-
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ing otherworldly creatures and humanlike  spirits with faces either malevolent 
or benevolent. Across the crosswalk to her right the shiny green lights of a 
FamilyMart flared flourescent as she took stock of her surroundings. Ahead on 
Yókai Dóri the first in a string of izakayas was waiting; the purple overhang of 
Golden Moja Hall hung over a lit up blackboard of deals and specials. However, 
the signature vault hatch of a front door next to it was shut tight and the street 
was empty. She didn’t see anyone in any direction actually; all the streets in 
each direction were desolate. 

Dispersed sparsely throughout the streets, more orange paper lanterns 
stood out in the dark night, rivaled only by the streetlights above. They were 
said to guide the dead back to their home, but Arisa never understood that. 
She couldn’t see how anyone could ever follow that labyrinth of lights around 
the maze of moonless streets she herself only knew from years of wandering. 
She rubbed her eyes, glancing back again at the crosslight as she yawned. Cram 
school always drained her of her will to do anything productive; she loathed 
the late night lectures on English. Going to school took up enough time already, 
but adding on a part time job and cram school after that sapped her of what lit-
tle energy and free time she had. Usually when she got home, she just collapsed 
in bed, exhausted. A part of her felt like stopping by Moja and chatting with 
the relaxed, carefree bartenders. She started growing impatient after several 
moments passed without progress on the light and she leaned forward to rest 
some of her weight on the handrails in weary defeat. Opening her eyes after a 
long, tired sigh, she casually cast her look back at the street in front of her. It 
was then she realized she was not alone.

Arisa’s back shot straight up, and her heart skipped a beat when she 
noticed the backside of the figure, but it soon got back on track when she rec-
ognized it to be just an elementary school girl. The pale colors of the uniform 
seemed familiar but she couldn’t put her finger on where she knew them from 
exactly. The girl was just a few meters diagonally ahead of her to the left, on 
the edge of the curb. She seemed giddy, bouncing lightly on her heels as she 
shifted her weight. She wasn’t staring at the crosslight like Arisa had been but 
rather was swaying her head slightly left and right, left and right. The black 
pigtails on her head swung with her and it seemed as if she were watching out 
for cars made of thin air.

Arisa stared for a long moment at the girl’s clothes. She was sure she knew 
what school the girl went to but she still couldn’t place it precisely; something 
seemed off. Her heartbeat sharply rose along with her suspicions. The little 
girl’s clothes were ragged and slightly torn and she realized with a jump why 
the pattern seemed so familiar. The girl kept playfully bouncing as her pigtails 
jumped up and down. Soon her arms joined in on the commotion of her move-
ments, swinging around her sides. Her personality seemed as lively as life itself 
could be in the dead of night. 

Arisa’s fingers tightened around the handlebars of her bike more rigid 
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than rigor mortis. She had seen the pattern a few times back in the lobby of 
her own old elementary school. In a display case, with the uniform’s date of 
issuance printed clearly below it. But she couldn’t remember the full line of 
text yet.

The crosslight flicked green and recorded bird whistles echoed out on 
the empty street. But the girl ignored them; still she scanned to her left and 
right, searching for something. The bird whistles rang out on repeat but Arisa 
took no heed of them either. The girl jumped up off her feet suddenly before 
skipping out onto the deserted road. Arisa straightened up her back before she 
stood still, unmoving, as she cleared her throat. A high pitched lullaby started 
up from the eerie vocal cords of the little girl. She skipped slowly in beat to the 
cadence from her mouth. 

“Oi...” Arisa slowly leaned forward again, this time trying to say some-
thing, but she was too late; fear had robbed her tongue. She knew the lullaby 
thoroughly; it was a childhood favorite of her grandmother. She knew the uni-
form that hung raggedly on the little girl well, too. It was her own old elemen-
tary school’s former uniform; a discontinued model that had only lasted for 
around a dozen years. The full line of bold text below the school lobby exhibit 
was remembered at once in her mind and the numbers caused her to stop dead 
in her tracks. Her heart had just gotten back on course but now she feared it 
was about to derail and burst right out of its rib cage; it was beating so fast. The 
girl’s uniform was modeled, approved, and issued in 1910.

The little girl wobbled after landing awry on a skipping step and she 
turned briefly, facing to the right. Arisa saw her face at once. It was deathly 
pale and the eyes were but sockets. A playful smile danced across her gruesome 
face, and she resumed singing as she started skipping once more.

Instinct kicked in and Arisa spun her bike in an instant. She hopped on 
it, pressing hard on the pedals as she took off in terror to her left. She rode for 
at least a kilometer down the main road, tears swelling and streaming down 
her cheeks. The hairs on her arms and legs stood straight up, and she hated the 
cool wind as it chilled her to the bone. She feared yokai and spirits from the 
depths of her mind and wanted nothing to do with them. She wasn’t sure what 
was the cure for her curiosity, but she was certain they weren’t it. They seemed 
to come before her, despite her best efforts at evading and pleasing them. En-
countering one during Bon Festival seemed almost inevitable at times, but it 
hadn’t even started in full bloom yet. Often, they were unpredictable. 

She eventually crossed the main road, headed on a lengthy detour to-
wards her home. Curving through back streets and winding roads, with not a 
soul in sight. Yellow crosslights blinked above her as she pedaled under them 
but fear was still fresh on her mind and she cautiously scanned alleys and dark 
corners as she rode past them. She shivered a lot during that ride but wasn’t 
sure whether it came from the wind, or the horrid sight of that girl still linger-
ing in every shadow or alley she passed by.
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She took no more detours now, hurrying back home along the safest, most 
lit up path she knew. After a brisk and terror-filled ride, she dismounted and 
leaned the bike on the side of her urban home. The cool pink petals of the lotus 
flowers sprinkled throughout the gardens around her house were always a wel-
coming sight. One flower in particular almost always caught her eye, but not 
for pleasant reasons; it was disfigured, and missing most of its petals. When-
ever she saw it, she felt it didn’t belong there among the beautiful, flourishing 
flowers. However, the sight of all of them together always seemed to calm her 
down, even if the paper lanterns above gave them a slightly peach hue. 

Her parents would be fast asleep by now, and she took care to be noise-
less as she opened and shut the front door. Taking off her socks and shoes, she 
dropped off her book bag, taking her phone and wallet out. She was silent on 
the wood floor as she walked into the bathroom, washing off her feet with the 
detachable showerhead. Feeling too exhausted to fully shower, she decided she 
would just do it in the morning. The afterimages of that little girl could still 
not be shaken out of her head. She was grateful at least that the spirit had been 
innocent and not malicious.

She gently stepped upstairs, as mute as a mouse in the unlit house. The 
leftover yen from the groceries still had to be dropped off, so she placed her 
wallet on the staircase railing. She walked in her room, unrolling her futon and 
spreading it out. Flicking on her corner lamp, she gently dropped her phone on 
a pillow. She cracked open a window before changing into her pajamas as she 
got ready for bed. Walking back out into the hallway, she grabbed her wallet 
off the railing. She took out the leftover yen, only a little over a thousand, and 
threw her wallet back into her room and onto the soft futon without a sound. 
The extra coins were always important; it was how her mom knew she wasn’t 
hiding any extra cash. Treading lightly over the wood, she slowly slid the door 
open to her parents’ room. She wished the aftereffects of that disturbing little 
girl’s grin would vanish from her mind already.

Inside her parents’ bedroom, she walked as if the floor was made of nee-
dles; silent and cautiously. She left the money on the desk in the corner of the 
room, using the loud snores of her father to cover the sounds of her feet. Her 
eyes began to adjust to the darkness, and on her way out, she glanced at her 
parents laying together under the covers.

Their faces were normal and loving like always, even in sleep. Her father 
snored every three breaths or so, oblivious to her presence. His familiar face, 
tucked away in innocent slumber, was comforting to see. But as she waited for 
her father’s next loud inhale, her gaze drifted down their blanketed figures, to 
the foot of the futon roll. They laid not fully in embrace and there was an area 
between their legs big enough for a cat. In that opening, resting on the covers, 
she saw it. An object was slightly rolling around in that space. She couldn’t con-
tain her curiosity, the morbid intrigue inside her swelled as she drew closer, 
squinting as her eyes adjusted wholly to the dark room. 
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The only light came from the moon outside through curtain filters but 
it was enough to illuminate the thing before her. A face was resting in quiet 
repose there, and no breaths escaped its still lips. Once again the short hairs on 
her arms stood straight up, and her palms grew damp with sweat. Her stomach 
turned as fear shook it around for the second time that night, but she couldn’t 
stop herself from looking. In scared, curious disbelief her eyes drifted down 
his face but didn’t get very far; at the neck, the torso appeared to be missing. A 
white blur was all that remained at the base of the neck and the head seemed 
to emanate from it.

She froze in pure terror as its eyelids opened slowly, as if in reaction to 
her eyes coming upon them. They locked with hers and anger flashed upon its 
face. It was the head of a bald man and it began to roll onto its side to stare at 
her. His face glowered angrily and soon his mouth gaped open as his red hot 
eyes drilled into hers. Behind him, her parents were fast asleep. In the dark 
room, she couldn’t tell whether they too were frozen in fear, or if they were 
simply asleep. Not a single reaction came from them. Suddenly he began to 
float, rising up off the covers and towards the ceiling. A guttural roar erupted 
from his mouth, crescendoing heavily until she couldn’t take it anymore. 

She bolted out of the room, no longer careful to walk as quiet as a mouse. 
In the rush, she didn’t bother to close the door behind her. Hurrying down 
the hall to her room, she almost slipped off her feet on the slick wood. She slid 
shut her own door, locking it before collapsing on her futon. Not a sound came 
from her parents bedroom or the hallway, aside from the typical snores of her 
father. In the late night stillness of her family home, sealed away behind her 
locked door, nothing seemed amiss.

She left her lamp on that night; she wasn’t sure if she would remain 
sane in darkness. Laying on her back, her palms fell down on her face as she 
breathed a deep sigh. She didn’t think sleep would come easily, or if it would 
come at all tonight. The little singing child from earlier had merely been going 
about her everyday afterlife, but this bald beheaded entity had been entirely 
different. She wondered if he had been waiting for her.

Too wired to sleep, but too tired to do anything else, she knew she’d be 
exhausted tomorrow and rubbed her eyes more. Staring at the fading phos-
phenes on the back of her eyelids, she wondered if she could at least get some 
homework done. She rolled across the floor and to the window, staring down at 
the garden beyond the glass. For as long as she could remember, she had both 
hated and cherished the days surrounding the Bon Festival, where the dead 
walked in the night as freely as the living did in the day. She saw it as a blight 
against her curious nature; she always longed for the paper lanterns to recede 
back into the blackness of storage. Though no matter how much she wished 
for it to cease, the festival remained a vital part of her life; another pink petal 
among the planted pond of lotus flowers outside.
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O alegría, preciosa alegría. There was a window. Rosado. Outside were brown 
and red bricks. The lady with dark hair sang.  

Oh mi oh mi, mi vida es, mi vida es. We ate ice cream. Vanilla con fresas. Red 
and pink and white, and purple skies. Azul! Azul! The children shouted. No, 
morado! I would yell.  

Tengo tiempo, todo el tiempo en el mundo. The world was young then. I had 
dark brown eyes. But his eyes were blue and green like sea water crashing on 
the shore. The ocean sings. But not like our brown lady. 

Hermosa, they whispered. Hermosa, tan hermosa. I mixed the flour and sugar, 
but it always burnt. The clothes danced in the wind. Where? Outside. ¿Dónde? 
He shook his head. His laugh sounded like Christmas.  

Quiero amor, quiero amor. We stopped to listen. The trees bent, and the flow-
ers hushed. The clothes became still. We ran to the window. There. There! His 
eyes swam in the sky and captured the stars, while his laugh danced.  

Quiero un hombre, quiero un hombre. She twirled until the orange and pink 
blended into a mango. The statues made me sad, but we watched. God listened. 
The window turned white and foggy under my nose and mouth. I held my 
breath. He held his. Mi madre, I whispered. Someday, he whispered back.

Alegria
Christian Sexton


